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Abstract 

In order to study lin ar and nonlinear properties of mi ro-instabilities in negative shear 

tokarnaks a gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code and a gyrokin tic finite lem nt particJe

in-cell (PIC) code are developed. 

umerical results show that both the lab ion temperature gradient (ITC) n1ode and 

the lab electron temperatur gradient (ETG) mode be orne strongly un table around the 

Qmin-surface where qmin i the minimum value of a safety factor q. Both modes has three 

types of branches in th n gative shear configuration: a ingl mode-rational urfa e mod . 

a doubl mode-rational urface mode, and a nonresonant mod . From a mixing length 

e timate of the transport coefficient, for both modes, a double mode-rational surface and 

nonresonant modes give a significant contribution to the anomalous transport. 

Th double mode-rational surface negativ -sheared . lab ITC ( S-ITG) mod becomes 

a bounded solution whi h i. excited in the q111 i11-surface r gion between two n ighboring 

mod -rational surfaces. The nonresonant S-ITG mode ha an oscillatory olution around 

the Qmin- ·urface region. Th ir stability is basically determin d locally at the qmin- urface, 

b au.-e the magnetic shear is weak in the qmin-surface region. For both the double mode

rational surface and nonr . onant S-ITC modes, an un. table ky r gion spread over a high 

ky r gion with kyPti rv 10, where ky is the wavenumber in the lir ction of the diamagnetic 

drift an l Pti is the ion Larmor radius. 

The short wavelength ETC mode shows different featur from the ITC mode because 

the Debye shielding effec becomes impor ant in typical fu ·ion plasma parameters. In a VVe

ber type differential eig -nmode equation obtained with retaining the De bye shielding effect , 

a term which makes an effective potential ha. th oppo ite :ign compared to Lhat in the 

case of the ITC mode. H nee, types of solutions are exchanged between the ITC and ETC 

mode·. The double mod -rational surface negati' e-sheared lab ETG ( S-E1 G) mode has 

an o. ·illatory solution around the Qmin-. 'urface. The nonr . onant S-ETC mo l becom 

a bound d solution. Th S-ETC modes giv order of magnitucl larger radial corr lation 

lengths compared with that of the conv ntional normal-. ·heared slab ETC mode. Ther -

fore' ) the corresponding mixing l ngth c. timat of the tran ·port co fficient is ignificantly 



hug . _.\sin the case of ITG modes. the. tability of both th donble n1ocle-rational surface 

an l nonresonant S-ETG rnodes is also cletenuinecl locally at the qmi 11 -surface. Hm' ever 

their un table ky region arc characterized by kyADe '""'"' 1, because of the Dcbyc shielding 

effect , where Aoe is th electron Dcbyc 1 ngth. 

In the norrnal shear ca c the unstable ky region of the ITG mod wi h kyPti < 1 a d 

that of the ETG nwd with kyADe < 1 are separated. However , in the negative shear 

cas their unstable regions overlap ach other around kyPt.i '""'"' 10 (kyADe '""'"' 0.4). Since 

the growth rate of the ETG mode is an order of magnitude larger than that of the ITG 

n1odc effect of th ETG turbulence is ignificant in studying the ITG t urbulence. 

The ETG turbulence in a lab configuration modeling the negativ hear tokamak is 

studied using a gyrokinetic finite clenlCnt PIC code . It i found that qua i-stcady Er x B 

zoual flows are generated in finite magnetic shear regions in both side · of the qmin-surfacc, 

where the lectron thermal transport i reduced sub tantially. Stabilit analyses of the 

electrostatic Kelvin-H lmholtz (K-H) nwde show that the quasi-steady Er x B zonal flow 

profile is closely related to the q-profilc or the magnetic shear, which ha a tabilizing 

effect on the I<-H mode. By changing the q-profile to reduce the magnetic hear , the K-H 

mode becomes unstable for the qua i-. teady Er x B zonal flows, and the Er x B zonal 

flows disappear in the "' eak magnetic slwar region. mnerical results shmY a possibilit - of 

controlling Er x B zonal flows with the magnetic shear through the stability of t he K-H 

mode. lso, it is ,·howu that the microscopic Er x B zonal flows arising from the ETG 

turbulence have a trong stabilizing effect on t he ITG mode. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Und rstanding of a transport process in fusion plasmas is one of critical issues for a future 

development of the 1nagnetic thermonuclear fusion reactor , because the energy confinement 

time detennines the reactor size which greatly affects economical efficiency. In order to 

investigate the turbul nt transport in tokamaks, the gyrokinetic theory [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] has 

been dev loped. The gyrokinetic theory provides a rigorous kinetic des ription of low 

frequ ncy phenomena in high temperature tokamak plasma. . In this thesis, particularly 

for n gative shear tokamaks, various linear and nonlinear properties of micro-instabilities 

such as the ion temperature gradient driven (ITG) mode and the electron ten1perature 

gradient driven (ETG) mode are addresse l, based on the gyrokinetic theory. 

1.1 Brief historical review and motivation 

Early experimental researches on the energy confinement property in DOUBLET III [6, 7] 

hav shown that both the ion and electron heat conductivities are considerably high com

pared with predictions by the neoclassical theory. It has been believed that the tokamak 

anomalous transport is produced by a plasma turbulence. From density flnctuation · ob

serv d by the beam emission spectroscopy (BES) mea urement, correlation b tween low 

frequency density fluctuations and the anomalous heat conductivity wa onfirmed [8] in 

the Tokamak Fusion Test Rca tor (TFTR) [9]. Drift-type micro-instabilities has been con

sidered a. a driving mechanism of a plasma turbulenc , because they b com s un table 

1 



2 CI-L4PTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

easil~T for fini te density and temperature gradients even in a configuration where magneto

hyclrodyuamic ( IHD) instabilities arc suppressed. Frmn cmnprehensive theoretical studies 

on linear properties of micro-instabilities , various ion and electron mod s have been found . 

Although the distinction among scvrral branches of drift-type instabiliti s is omctimcs 

difficult , they are cla ified n1ainly into the slab mode , the toroidal n1ode, and the trappe l 

particle mode , depending on their driving mechanis1ns. The slab drift mode [10, 11] is the 

mo t basic drift wave which is excited by a resonance of particle motion with a wave phase 

velocity in the direction parallel to the ambient magnetic field. The toroidal mode [12] 

is d stabilized by the 1nagnetic drift in a bad curvature region of a toroidal plasma. The 

trapped particle mode [10] is caused by a resonance of the precessional drift of trapped 

particles with a wave pha 'e velocity. Low frequency density fluctuations propagating in the 

ion diamagnetic direction was observed firstly in the Texas EXperimental Tokamak (TEX

T) [13] and later in other machines [14, 15]. Thus, a n1odel of the ion anomalous transport 

ba eel on the ITG mode has been widely accepted in the magnetic fusion comn1unity, and 

ub tantial efforts have been 1nade for a study of the ITG turbulence. Also low frequency 

d nsity fluctuations propagating in the electron diamagnetic direction hav J b en report

ed [14]. From comprehensive linear kinetic calculations [16 17] the toroidal ITG mode 

and the trapped lectron mode (TEM) have been considered as important candidates for 

these ion branch and electron branch fluctuations. 

However , in recent advanced tokamak configurations with a reversed magnetic shear or 

a negativ shear configuration, the observed confinement properties have been dra tically 

chang d from those in the conventional normal shear experiments. In the negative shear 

toka1nak · ignificant improvement of particle and energy confinement due to the internal 

transport barrier (ITB) has been observed [18, 19 20]. The ITB in the weak magnetic 

shear region was firstly observed in the .Japan Aton1ic Energy Research Institute Tokamak-

60 Upgrade (JT-60 ) [21]. Th energy break-even will be expected in the reversed shear 

plas1na with th ITB on JT-60 [22]. Sin ·e the configuration is realized with a high frac

tion of the bootstrap current , the nC'ga ive sh ar configuration is ·onsiclered as a promising 

operation mode in future toka1nak reactors. The ITB in the negative shear tokamaks is 

characterized by steep density and t n1p rature gradients ncar the Qmin-surface and often , 
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shear d poloidal and toroidal flows are observ d in the same region. Here the qmin-surface 

is a magnetic surface where a safety factor q becomes the minimum value. Recent trans

port analyses for negative shear tokamak experiments [23, 24] have shown that the ion 

th rmal diffusivity reduces to the neoclassical level in the internal transport barrier (ITB) 

r gion. This transport reduction is well explained by a model bas d on a Er x B flow sh ar 

suppression [25] for micro-instabilities, especially for the ITG mode. And, coincidence be

tween the region of the flow shear suppression for the ITG mode, which is characterized 

by the empirical condition, WEr x B > /"max [26], and the region of the reduced ion th rmal 

diffusivity has been obtained experimentally, where wEr x B is the Er x B sh aring rate and 

/"max is the maximum growth rate of the ITG mode. Although the TEM has also been con

sidered to be stabilized with the observed wEr x B , the electron thermal diffusivity is often 

still anomalous in the ITB region. Recently, the ETG mode [27, 28] has been proposed as 

a cause of the electron anomalous transport in the ITB [29]. In analys s for the DIII-D 

negative shear discharges [30], it has been hown that the growth rat of the toroidal ETG 

mode greatly exceeds an observed Er x B shearing rate, and that the electron ten1peratur 

gradi nt is limited by its critical value where the toroidal ETG mode is marginally stable. 

In most of analyses mentioned above, linear growth rates have been evaluated with ki

netic ballooning calculations [16, 17], whi h solves a linear gyrokin tic eigenmode equation 

under the ballooning representation or the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approxima

tion. Since the scale length ordering between the radial mode structure and equilibrium 

profiles or k; 1 I Ln I"'J k; 1 I Lt << 1 has been considered to be valid for relatively high-n modes 

in the conventional normal shear tokamaks, the vVKB method has been adopted in these 

calculations, where n is a toroidal mode number, kr i a wavenumber in th radial direc

tion, and Ln and Lt are scale lengths of the density and temperature gradients, respectively. 

However, as is shown in recent works using the gyrokinetic global spectral code [31, 32], 

the lin ar gyrokinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) code [33], and the nonlinear gyrokinetic PIC 

code [34 35], medium (or low )-n 1node ha a global radial eigenn1ode tructure. Further

n1or , in n gative shear tokamaks, steep gradi nts in den ity and t mp rature profil s have 

been observed in the ITB region or a weak magnetic shear region around the Qmin-surface. 

Here the cale length ord ring should be modified as k;-:- 1 I L 11 r-v k; 1 I Lt :::; 1 wh r the 
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\YKB approxirnation may not be a good approxirnation .. lso in analyzing various rnicro

in tabilitie ranging from a relativcl:v long wavelength ITG mode to a short wavelength 

ETG mode: a treatlncnt of the full finite Larmor radiu (FLR) effect is required. There

fore , a global approa ·h based on a gyrokinetic integral cigcnmodc equation is required for 

tudying prop rtic of mi To-instabilities in the ITB region of the negativ shear tokamak . 

Although sev ral kinetic eigenvalue odes based on the Vlasov or g rokinctic integral 

eigcnmode equation have been develop d both for a slab or cylinder geometry [31, 36, 37], 

and for a toroidal gcon1etry [32, 38], nun1crical results for clarifying properties of micro

instabilities in the negative shear configuration were very limited. Only a few cases have 

been reported in R f. [32] wher th ITG n1ode with am dium-n mode nmnber (n ~ 10) 

shows a slab-like eigenmode structure in the negative shear configuration. This may imply 

an importance of the slab ITG rnodc in the negative shear configuration. 

The linear theory is useful in providing many insights on the driving mechanism the 

characteristic wavelength and fr qucncy and the marginal stability condition. However. as 

for a ·tudy of micro-in tabilities, prior attention should be paid to their nonlinear prop

erties brcause fluctuations ·which arc usually observed in tokamak pia rnas arc considered 

as a nonlinearly saturated state of micro-instabilities. In relation to E7. x B flow shear 

stabilization of t he ITG mode the linear stability analyses were pcrforrncd for a model 

Er X B shear flow [37 39]. Also, using the empirical condition, WErxB > {max · the Er X B 

flow shear suppression has been discussed for the experimental Er x B shear flow [24 30]. 

How ver, in1portant nonlinear issues such as a generation of self-consi tent Er x B shear 

flows in a neutral plasma can not be resolved only by the linear theory. Therefore, it is 

c. sential to consider a nonlinear approach in analyzing the transport properties of fusion 

plasmas. A lot of theoretical attempts have been made to describe nonlinear properties 

of micro-instabili ics. The qua ilinear th ory and the weak turbulence th ory [ 40, 41] ar 

standard descriptions of a drift wav turl ulence in tokarnak plasmas vvhich i con id reel 

as a wrak turbul nc . However. the present existing th ories are not enough for explain

ing the experimental data ·omplctrly. Thcr fore , futur experimental devices uch as th 

International Thcrmonu lear Expcrim ntal RcR.ctor [42] (ITER) hav be n d signed prin

cipall~r based ou th cmpiri al n rgy confincrnent scalings ob ainecl from the experimental 
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databa c. 

Besides experimental and theoretical approaches, recent progress on high performance 

comput rs and numerical techniques suggest the third approach, a computer simulation 

or a numerical experin1ent. The particle si1nulation model of plasm.a is one of standard 

si1nulation methods in the space and laboratory plasma research [43, 44 45]. In this 

mo i l a plasma is simulated by following motions of a large number of parti I in the 

self-consistent lectromagnetic fields, which is described with the coupled ewton-1\Iaxwell 

equations . Thus, the particl model essentially describes all the phenomena ranging from 

the rni Toscopic phase space trajectory [46] to the macro copi · collective motion. Since 

simulations based on th particle mod 1 require a large torage men1ory and a high cmnpu

tational spe cl, both the time and spatial scales of phenomena investigated b the particl 

model were greatly li1nited with the available cmnputational resources. Howcv r, recent 

irr1provements in simulation techniques and development of parallel comput rs make a large 

scale plasma simulation with rv 109 particles po sible. 

s for a simulation modeling in the fusion plasma re ear h a global gyrokinctic particle 

simulation has become a powerful tool in a study of kinetic instabilities in tokamaks. In 

these problems, the frequency of the drift wave or the kinetic IHD mode i much maller 

than that of basic plasma phenomena such as the plasma oscillation or gyro-motion of 

particles. Hence in order to explore the lmv frequency phy i in tokamak the cnlpir

ical gyro kinetic model was firstly proposed by Lee [1 J. Then, the model was refined in 

an xccllcnt way using the action-variational Lie perturbation rnethod [47 48] and the 

gyrokinetic formalisn1 of the Vlasov-Maxwell systerr1 was derived [3, 4 5]. The gyrokineti · 

Vlasov- Iaxwell system was successfully implenlCnted on the gyrokinetic particle simula

tion code [49]. In the gyrokinetic Vlasov- Iaxwcll equations the gyro-motion of particles 

and the waves arising from the gyro-resonanc s, are removed analytically without losing 

important physical effc L such as the FLR ff ct and the polarization effect of the gyrating 

parti l s. lso in this sy tern, the pia rna o. ·illa ion (th longitudinal waYe) i. xcluded 

b cause of the gyro kin ti · ordering, k11 / k1_ rv 0( t), wh re k11, k1_ are th wave v ctor in 

the parallel and perpendicular direction to the ambient rr1agn tic field, re p ctivcly. As a 

result the global gyrokinctic particl simulation is enabled with the simulation time tep 
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of rv n-l and the spatial grid size of rv p where n and p denote the gyro-frequency and 

the gyro-radius. respectively. 

In recent y ars the ITG turbulence has been studied intensively using th global [34, 35] 

and local [50] gyrokinetic PIC codes . And, a modeling for the gyrokinctic particle ~;imu l a

tion tend to converge through a number of linear and nonlinear benchmarks [51]. One of 

the most i1nportant physics found in those simulations is a reduction of the ion anmnalous 

tran port due to the turbulent driv n Er x B shear flows or zonal flows [35]. The g nera

tion of Er x B sh ar flows or Er x B zonal flows in a magnetized plasma was discussed by 

several authors. Ha egawa et al. discu sed a self-organization process of an electrostatic 

drift wave turbulence by analogy to a Ross by wave turbulence [52] . A generation of shear 

flow due to a self-organization procc. s or an inverse wave energy cascade was shown for 

the electrostatic turbulence [53]. Diamond and Kim proposed the flow generation mech

anism based on th turbulence-induced Reynolds stres [54]. Recently, Diamond et al. 

di cussed the n1odulational instability of coherent drift waves as a mechanis1n of zonal flow 

g neration [55]. 

However, w recognize that for keeping quasi-steady Er x B shear flows, the Er x B 

shear flows should be linearly stable for perturbation destroying the flow tructure. As 

is shown by the Rayleigh necessary condition for instability, it is well known that the 

Kelvin-Hehnholtz (K-I-I) mode becomes unstable in a neutral fluid or a plasma, provicl d 

that the flow vclocit profil has an inflection point of flow shear [56]. Accordingly, if we 

assume a homogeneous magnetized plasma in a uniform background field vvith sufficiently 

large systen1 size that atisfies Lv/ Lx < 1, the K-H mode is basically unstable for E 7• x B 

zonal flows, where Lx i a system size and Lv is a characteristic scale length of flow shear. 

Thrrrforc an intrinsic stabilizing effect on the K-H modes is required for ustaining quasi

steady E1• x B zoual flows. 

Also from a con1parison between the gyrokinetic [50] and gyro-Landau fluid [57] sim

ulations of the ITG turbulence it was shown that a damping mechanism of the Er x B 

zonal flo-vv play a criti ·al r le for cl tern1ining an ion thcnnal cliffusivity in the saturated 

. tationary state. Ros nbluth et al. have shown that a damping of a poloidal flow is suffi

cient!:; weak in collision! ss high tc1nperaturc plasmas [58]. Hmvcvcr if ET x B shear flows 
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beco1ne un table to the K-H mode, Er x B sh ar flow arc destroyed easily. Therefore 

it is crucial to study the stability of Er x B shear flows or Er x B zonal flow e pecially 

for understanding the transport propertie of the ITB in negative shear tokamaks, where 

ET x B shear flows arc considered to play a critical role. 

1.2 Outline 

In Chapter 2, basic equations are derived, and their physical meanings are discussed. In 

Section 2.2 , by showing the formulation of the kinetic equations from the Newton-Maxwell 

equations to the Vlasov-Ma.,-xwell equations, the basis for the collisionless or Vlasov de

scription of a plasma is discussed. In Section 2.3, the gyrokinctic Vlasov-Maxw 11 sy. tern 

is formulated based on the Lagrangian formalism of the action variational Lie p rturbation 

method. In Section 2.4. a similar approach is also considered for the treatment of the 

transit motion of high energy passing electrons, and the equation system is extended to in

clude the orbit-averaged electron drift-kinetic equation [59]. This equation system enables 

an efficient description of the low frequency phenomena with thermal electro11s. In Section 

2.5 the energy conservation low is derived fron1 an intrinsic nature of the Hamiltonian 

system which is conserved via an area pre erving property of the Lie transfonn. 

Linear calculations for the slab ITG mode and the slab ETG mode in the negative shear 

onfiguration with TFTR like parameters are presented in Chapters 3 and 4. In Section 

3.2 the linearized gyrokinetic Vla ov-l\llaxwell system is formulat cl to derive a gyrokinetic 

integral eigenvalue equation with retaining the full kinetic respon es of ions and electrons. 

Although a full toroidal calculation is essential for quantitative understanding of the linear 

stability, it is us ful to capture the underlying physics even with a preliminary hcared slab 

model. In studying micro-instabilities in uch a new configuration as the negative shear 

configuration, it is also important to r s ructure a linear th ory of slab drift wave · before 

doing full toroidal calculations. Therefore, we have started a developrnent of our code from 

a sh ar d slab geometry. 

Dep nding on a number of the mode-rational surfac s, the slab ITG rnodc 1n the 

negative hear configuration has three types of branche. : a single mode-rational urface 
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m cle, a doubl mode-rational urface nwde, and a nonre onant n1odc. In S tion 3.3, for 

t h latter two n1ocle , llC'\V analytic olutions of the negative-sheared slab IT ( S-ITG) [60] 

mode are presented using a \Veber type differential cigenmode equation. In Section 3.4 

all three types of the S-ITG modes arc identified in numerical result obtained from the 

gyrokinrtic integral eigenvalue code. The stabilizing and destabilizing me hani ms of the 

NS-ITG mode arc discussed in detail based on both the fluid and kinetic pictures. 

Sirnilar three types of solutions arc also found for the slab ETG mode . However, unlike 

the conventional theory of the ETG mode [10], it is found that the ITG and ETG modes 

show different features for the present plasma parameters. In Sec 4.2 analytic solutions of 

then gative-shearcd slab ETG ( S-ETG) [61] mode arc obtained from a new \!Vcbcr type 

differential eigenmodc equation which is formulated with retaining the Dcbyc shielding ef

fect. This new cigcnmode equation shows that for typical fusion plasma parameters with 

Abe >> PZe the Debye shielding is effective for the ETG mode while for the ITG mode , 

th quasineutralit condition is in1poscd by the ion polarization. Here ADe is the electron 

D bye length and Pte is the electron Larmor radius. In Section 4.3. numerical solutions 

of th S-ETG mod is obtained by the gyrokinetic int gral eigenvalue cod . In Section 

4.4, the obtained numerical solutions of ITG and ETG modes are cmnparcd quantitativdy 

with re pect to th growth rate spectra, the critical value of the ternpcraturc gradient 

paramct r , and the mixing length c timatc for the tran port coefficient . From th sc lin

car ·alculations , it i shown that a pla ma turbulence in the negative hear tokamaks is 

con iclcrably cliff rent from that in the normal shear tokamak . 

In Chapt r 5 nonlin ar in1ulations of the ETG turbulence [62, 63] arc pr s nted with a 

gyrokinetic fin it cl m nt PIC code [33]. In the numerical results , a generation mechanis1n 

and a stability of turbulent driv n Er x B zonal flows are investigat d intensively. In 

Sc ·tion 5.2, an impl mentation of th gyrokineti ·finite lcment PIC code is described. The 

simulation. of th noruC' onant S-ETG mode are shown in S ction 5.3. spontaneou. 

g neration of Er x B zonal flow. · i observed in he simulations . Effect.· of Er x B zonal 

fiovv · on the electron anmnalous transport are discussed based on the imulation data. In 

Sc ·tion 5.4, a stability of Er x B zonal flows is stlldiccl fronL a point of view of the K-H 

instabilitv. The magnetic shear stabilization of the K-H mode is shown both in analyti ·al 
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and numerical calculations. Also a dependence of the marginal Er x B shear flow velocity 

on the rnaguetic shear is studied using the gyrokinetic integral igenvalue code, which is 

extend d to include an equilibrium Er x B shear flow. Frmn a cmnparison between linear 

calculations of the K-H mode and the observed Er x B zonal flow profile, it is shown that 

the K-H mode plays a critical role in the underlying physics of the Er x B zonal flow 

in th ETG turbulence. A possibility of controlling the Er x B zonal flow and resulting 

confin ment improvement is liscussed. In Section 5.5, the lin ar tability of th ITG mode 

in the presence of the Er x B zonal flows is analyzed using a gyrokinetic Fourier 1 article 

code in which the full FLR effect is involved. From numerical results, it is shown that the 

micros ·opic Er x B zonal flow with Ptd Lv rv 0(1) is effective for tabilizing th ITG mode. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, obtained physical results arc summarized, and conclusions of this 

thesis arc presented. Also, remarks for futur studies are discus eel. 
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Chapter 2 

Gyrokinetic Vlasov-Max\Vell system 

2.1 Introduction 

The Newton-Maxwell equation system is the most rigorous de cription of the dynan1ical 

system consist of many charged particles. However, since it is impossible to follow all the 

particle motions in the system directly, some statistical treatment is required for describing 

a many charged particle system or a plasma. The Vlasov-Maxwell system is considered 

as a statistical description of a collisionless plasma. When a discr teness parameter is 

sufficiently small like a fusion plasma, the Vlasov-Maxwell sy tern is useful to study various 

kinetic phenomena. However, in analyzing relatively low frequency waves, the frequencies 

of either the collisionless drift wave or the kinetic MHD mode arc much smaller than that 

of basic dynamics, such a the plasma oscillation or the gyro-motion of particl . Hence in 

order to investigate the low frequency physics in fusion plasmas ffici ntly, the gyrokinetic 

fonnalism [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations has been developed. 

In the gyrokinetic theory, time scales of a fast gyro-motion of particles and low fre

quency wav s are separated under the gyrokinetic ordering. ing the action-variational 

Lie perturbation method [47, 48] a fast periodic gyro-motion which is recognized a a 

non-s cular p rturbation in low frequency waves, is r moved from the system, and the gy

rokinetic Vlasov-Maxwell system appropriate for a description of low frequency phenomena 

is derived virithout losing important physic. such as the FLR effect. 

11 
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A. imilar treatment is also considered for disparate ti1ne scales between a parallel 

thermal motion , which is characterized by a bounce frequency or a transit frequency in a 

toroidal plasma, and low frequency waves. vVithin the gyrokinetic model, we present an 

orbit-averaging model [59] for high energy passing electrons. In this nwd l, th action

variational Lie perturbation 1n thad i applied to the tr atment of the transit motion of 

fast passing electron in a lab configuration. Sine the inherent nature of the Hamiltoniau 

system i kept in the Lie transform, a con ervation low is straightforwardly derived also for 

the system with the gyrokinetic and orbit-av raging model. 

2.2 Vlasov-Maxwell system 

By following th text book by Ichimaru [64], we derive kinetic equation for a plasn1a consist 

of single specie charged particle with a s1neared-out neutralizing backgronncl charge (or 

the one component pla rna). 

A ystem of many charged particle i. fully described by the ewton-i\1axwell equations 

dxj 
dt 

dvj 
dt 

\1 2¢(x, t) 

E(x, t) 

q 
- E(x) m J 

41fq l n-:; O(x- x1(t))] 

-\l¢(x,t), 

(2 .1 ) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

wh r ,r j and Vj ar the position and Yelocity of j- th particle , respectively rn is the mass , 

q i the charge n i the average number density, is the nmnber of particles ¢ is the 

lrctrostatic potential and E(x t) is the electric field. In Eqs. (2 .1 )-(2.4) , the electrostatic 

approxin1ation is nsod for simplicity. 

In order to chang the de cription of the system from Lagrangian variables to Eulerian 

variables , we introdu · the Khmontovich distribution fnnction , 

N(x) = 2: o(x - X 1 (t)), 
j = l 

I 

(2.5) 

(2 .6) 

I ....... 
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where X j(t) denotes the j-th particle trajectory in the. ix-dimensional phas space. The 

distribution function (2.5) satisfies the continuity equation in the 61V-dimensional phase 

space, 

dN = aN +:X. aN = o. 
dt at ax 

(2.7) 

Writing the phase spac coordinates explicitly and using ewton s equation (2 .1 ) and (2.2) 

we have 

aN aN q aN 
-+v ·-+-E· - =0 
at ax 'ffi av ' (2.8) 

which i coupled with the Poisson equation (2.3) through the electric field (2.4) to obtain 

a clo ed set of equations. By assuming a system without an external electric field , E is 

repre ented explicitly with the analytical solution of the Poisson equation, 

a J ,N(X') 
E (X' t) = - q ax dX I X - x' ,. (2.9) 

Substituting the expression (2.9) into Eq.(2.8), we obtain the Klimontovich equation , 

[ :t + L(X) - j dX'V(X , X')N(X') l N(X) = 0, 

a 
.C (X ) = v . ax ' 

V (X X') = q
2 (!_ 1 ) · !_ 

m axlx-x'l av 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

where .C(X) denotes a ingle-particle operator and V(X, X') is a two-particl operator 

arising from Coulomb int raction. 

The Klimontovich equation is a rigorous micro copic de cription of a full ionized 

plasma and gives a deterministic tin1e evolution of a plasma in the phase pac provided 

that we could set the initial ·onditions for all the particles. However, it is impo sible to 

perfonn orbit calculations for AJ 1020In - :3 of charged particles. Frmn a practical point of 

view, it is not necessary to obtain the time evolution of all the particles, and , ther fore we 

con id r a coarse-graining treatment in the following. 

In the 6N-dim n ional pha. space the phase point is d fined as 

(2.13) 
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Here. we consider stati. ti al ensembl I for the :vst 'In {Xi} and introduce th Liouvill 

distribution D( {Xi} · t) in the 6 -dim nsional pha pac a ·cording to 

I · 
D( {Xi} ; t)d {Xi} = }~m ; (2.14) 

where Ii refers to the number of ensembles in an infinitesimal volumed {Xi} around {Xi}· 

By the definition it a i fies the normalization condition 

(2.15) 

By using the Liouvill distribution (2 .1 4), the ensemble average of a 1ni TO copic quantity 

A (X1 , X 2 · · · X ·{Xi}) is defined as 

(A (X1, X 2, · · · X N· t)) = ./ d {Xi} D( {Xi}; t)A (X,, X 2 ··· , X ; {Xi}). (2.16) 

The .s-particle distribution function F (1, 2, · · · , s) is obtained by averaging the Kliinon

tovich distribution as 

F1 (1) 

F2 (1, 2) 

P1(1, 2 3) 

(N(1 · t)) 

(N(1; t)N(2; t))- 5(1- 2)F1 (1), 

(N(1 · t)N(2; t)N(3· t)) - 5(1 - 2)5(1 - 3)F1 (1) 

- 5 ( 1 - 2) F2 ( 2, 3) - 5 ( 2 - 3) F2 ( 3. 1) - 6 ( 3 - 1) F2 ( 1 , 2) , 

(2 .17) 

(2 .1 8) 

(2.19) 

where the coordinates, X 1 , X 2 , · · · , are replaced by simplified notations 1, 2 · · ·. The 

higher-order distributions have information of interaction between multi-particles. On the 

other hand the single-particle distribution is sufficien L for a kinetic description of a col

lective 1notion in a plasn1a. The s-particle distribution function is calculaLecl by using t he 

ensemble averaged Klin1ontovich equation. 

The Klimontovich equation (2.10) i written using a notation introduced above as 

[ :t + £(1) - I dX2 V(1 , 2).N(2; t)] .N(1 t) = 0. (2 .20) 

Carrying out th n 'mll aYerag of this equation , w have an equation for the . ingle

particlc and two-particle distributions, 

(2 .21) 
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Here , from the syn1metry of the two-particle operator V(1 , 2), a relation 

(2.22) 

is used. For the two-particle and three-particle distributions , w transform the Klimon

tovich equation in the following form , 

[ :t + £ (1) + £(2)] .N(1 t).N(2 t) 

= ./ dX3 [V(1, 3) + V(2, 3)) N(1; t)N(2; t)N(3; t), (2.23) 

By taking the ensemble av rage of Eq. (2.23), we obtain an equation for the two-particle 

and thr e-particle distributions , 

[ :t + £(1) + £ (2) - [V(1, 2) + V(2, 1 )]] F2 (1, 2) 

= ./ dX 3 [V(1, 3) + V(2 , 3)) P1(1 2, 3). (2.24) 

The e procedures ar analogously extended to the s-particle eli tribution function and we 

have th Bogoliubov-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon (BBGKY) hi rarchy equations 

[aa + t L(i)- t V(i , j)] Fs.(1, · · ·, s) 
t i i#j 

= t ./ dXs+l V(i, s + 1)Fs+1 (1, · · · , s, s + 1). (2.25) 
z 

Since the BBGKY hierarchy has a structure such that the s-particle distribution function 

depends on the (s + I)-particle distribution function , there i no traightforward closed 

form in itself. We then consider a truncation method for the hierarchy equation . 

The discreteness param ter 6. is defin d a the inverse of the number of particles 

contained in the Debye sphere, 

(2 .26) 

where n is the mean parti lc density and Ao is the Debye l ngth. Sin the di crete-

ness parameter 6_ becomes xtre1nely Sinall parameter rv 10- lO, for typical fusion pla Ina 

parameters , we can expand the s-particle di. tribution function with respect to 6., 

F = p(O) + p(l) + p(2) + .... 
s s s s (2.27) 
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\\e. ubstitut this expression to the BBGKY hierarchy quations (2.25) and leave only the 

lowest order term to obtain 

r 
a s s J at+~ £(i)- ~ V(i, j) F1°)(1, · · ·, s) 

= t j dXst tV(i , + 1)F}~\(1 · · · . + 1). (2.28) 
t 

In order to truncate the hierarchy equations, we introduce an ansatz that F} 0) is exprcs ·eel 

in a form of a product of single particle distribution fu11ctions, 

s 

F1 °) ( 1 · .. , s) = IJ [ n f ( i)] (2.29) 

where f(i) is the normalized single-particle distribution function. Sub tituting thi relation 

into Eq.(2.21), we have an equation for f(i), 

r! + L(l)- t, V(1, j) J /(1) = n j dX2 V(l 2)/(1)/(2). (2.30) 

v riting £ , V and th irnplified notations 1, 2, · · · explicitly, this equation is rewrittell as 

[~ + V1 · _!___- q
2
n J dX2 ( a j(x2 , v 2)) · ~] f(xt vr) 

Bt 8x1 m ax1 Jx1 - x2J 8v1 

= - L - · - f(xl vl)-q
2 

s ( a 1 ) a 
m j = 2 8x1 Jx1 - Xj I EJv1 

(2.31) 

The right hand of cq.(2.31) represents the many particle correlation which orresponds to 

tbc collision operator. A small discreteuess parameter of fusion plasmas 6. '""-~ 10- 10 enables 

a description in the Vlasov limit [65], where the individuality of the particles is suppre sed. 

The \'lasov li1nit or the fluid limit is in roduced by taking the limit rn ---t 0, q ---t 0 n ---t 

remaining q /m nq a ' constant. In this limit , the collision operator is clin1inated and the 

Vlasov equation is obtained 

(2.32) 

The VlasoY equation (2.32) i rccogniz<'d as a conservation law of .f along th characteristics 

in the six-dimensional phas pace. Consequently; the \ ' lasov-I'viaxwcll sy te1n is the Hamil

toniau :ystem. Th' Hamiltonian structure of the Vla. ov-J\!Iaxwell system is advantagcons 

in .tuclying the pC'rturbation theory and performing a nonliHC'ar simulation. 
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2.3 Gyrokinetic model 

In this section , the derivation of the gyro-pha averaged Vlasov- 1axwell equation. · using 

the Lagrangian formalism [5] is shown. 

Let u. · consider a charged particle motion in a strong background niagneti · field with an 

electrostatic fluctuation. For describing a charged particle 1110 ion in a strong magnetic field; 

it is convenient to use the non-canonical coordinates; so-called the gyro-center ·oordinates, 

z = (t; R, Vz, M, 8), where R is the position of guiding center; Vz = v · b; V..L = Jv x bJ; J..I 

is defined as NI = mv'i_/2D; D = qB0 /rnc; rn and q are the mass and charge of particles, 

respectively; cis the velocity of light; the gyro-phase angle is given bye- tan - 1 (v·el/v·e2) 

and e 1 , e 2 are the unit vector in the x- and y-dircctions. In this formulation we consider 

a sheared slab geometry. Here, in addition to the uniform rnagnetic field B 0 = B 0 b 

in the z-direction, the finite sheared rnagnctic field B 1 ( x) is irnposed in the y-direction. 

B d B 0 "-' 0( E) is assumed for describing tokamak plasmas. In this configuration the 

fundamental one-form of a perturbed single particle motion in the canonical coordinates 

(t- x v) is given by 

(2.33) 

where ¢ is the perturbed electrostatic pot ntial and A 0 and A z (.1:) b are the' ve tor poten

tials d scribing B 0 and B 1 respectively. In general, a transfonnation to the gyro-center 

coordinates is performed using the Darboux transformation [47]. However , in the present 

case with the uniform background field B 0 the transformation is done by using a simple 

gauge transforrnation in which a gauge scalar is chosen as - (mv..L / B0)A0 ·[cos 8e 1 - in 8e2 ]. 

vVe then obtain the fundamental one-form in the gyro-center coordinates as 

/'o 

/' l 

and the Hamil ton ian h0 , h L arc 

ho 
1 2 AID+ 2rnvz, 

q¢(R + p t) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 
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where p = b x v /0. and R 1. denotes the coordinate vector in the perpendicular direction 

to b. Since the "\Yavenuinbers and frequency of the low fr quenc} fluctuation or the char

acteristic scale lengths in tokamak pla mas can be specified, we analyze a charged particle 

motion with Eqs. (2.3-1)-(2 .37) , under the usual gyrokinetic ordering: w/D rv k 11 /k1. rv 

q¢/T rv PI Ln rv O(c) where w i the characteristic frequency of the flu tuation, kll and k_L 

arc the waYenumbers in the parallel and perpendicular directions to b , T i. the temper

ature , and Ln is the characteristic sca]e length of the dens ity grad ient . The unperturbed 

particle motion described by the Euler-Lagrange equation of Eq. (2.34) involves the fast 

periodic Inotion about e, the gyration of a particle. We consider to transforrn the fun

danH'ntal one-fonn , Eqs. (2.34)-(2.37) to the system where the 8-clependent non-secular 

p rturbation docs not exist by using the non-canonical Lie transform. The first order Lie 

tran form [47 , 48] is 

'Yo (2.38) 

(2 .39) 

(2 .40) 

where f' is the fundamental one-form in the new coordinate system. Under the gyrokinctic 

ord ring. the gcn rating function S 1 and the generator giL of the first order Lie transform 

ar olvccl a : 

q !0- I S1 = n w(R +p,t)de , 

{if= w- (w)a, 

c 1 as1 
- 'VRS1x b - - - b 
qB0 m Bvz ' 
1 q -
- b · 'VRS1 + -Az 
m rnc 
fJS] 
De ' 

as1 
f) ]If 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2 .45) 

(2.46) 

vvhcrc (-) 0 denotes a 8-iiJclepenclcnt part of a quantity .1Tz = Az - (Az)o is the 8-depenclcnt 

part of A z and W = ¢-vz Az/ cis a generalizrcl pot •ntial. It is noted that i11 au clcctrostati · 
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model , the 8-dependence of the shear magnetic field B 1 = \7 x A z b is often ignored (Az = 0) 

because of the tokamak ordering B 1/B0 rv O(t:) . vVe then find the fundam ntal one-form 

in the gyro-averaged coordinates, z = ( t; R, Vz' JVJ ' e) j 

- q - - ---r = - A o · dR 1. + [ (A z)o + rnvz ] dRz +AI dB - hdt 
c 

where the gyro-phase averaged Hamiltonian is 

- - 1 2 
h = NID + -mvz + q(¢)o· 

2 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

Re lations between the non-vanishing components of the Poisson tensor in th gyro-center 

coord inates z and those in the gyro-averaged coordinat s Z arc calculated as 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

where {,} denotes the Pois on bracket . Since the Poisson tensor possesses a form in variance, 

the area pr serving property of the Hamiltonian system is kept in this transformation. Also, 

the Jacobian of the gyro-center coordinate D and the gyro-averaged coor linate. D are 

given a D = D = lqrnBo/cl. By calculating the Euler-Lagrange equations ZJ.L = (8J.Lf"v

B~J'J.L) - 1 (8tf'v- 8~.~h) , we obtain equations of motion in the gyro-averaged coordinates: 

dR 
dt 

dvz 
dt 

dliJ 

dt 
de 
dt 

0, 

n a(w)o 
+ q f)Jvf . 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2 .54) 

vVe then have the gyro kinetic equation for the distribution function F, in the g ro-avcragecl 

coordinates 
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whrrc B = Bo + B 1 = \7 x Ao + \7 x Az b. It is noted that ince the Ha1niltonian h i not 

a function of(), F mu. t be B-inclcpcnclcnt. 

For Eq. (2.56), we impose the con, istency condition in the real space, x. From the 

functional relationship of a calar fun tion in the Lie transform the eli tribution functions 

P in the gyro-averaged coordinate. and f in the gyro-c ntcr coordinat arc related a 

(2.5 7) 

where ( ·) denotes dummy arguments. We then have the particle density n in the real space 

as: 

n(x, t) 

(2.58) 

In evaluating the second term in Eq. (2.58) we will linearize the distribution function with 

a local Iaxwellian, 

(2.59) 

wh re no and T0 arc the background guiding center density and temperature , respectiv ly. 

\\ ith retaining the leading order terms and substituting the generating fun ·tion (2 .41) into 

Eq. (2.58), w obtain h usual polarization density, 

(2.60) 
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where Pt is the Larmor radius evaluated with the thermal velocity and 10 is the zeroth order 

modified Bessel function. It is noted that, since we arc considering electro. tatic pertur

bations, such as drift waves driven by density and temperature gradients, the equilibrium 

current, which appears as the drift velocity in the local Maxwellian, is ignored and the 

shear d magnetic field B 1 is tr ated a an external field in the present formulation. Finally 

the self- onsistency condition is imposed with the Pois ·on quation 

(2.61) 

Equation (2.56) , (2.60) and (2.61) con titut a closed set of equations, which describe the 

low frequency dynamic of tokamak pla rna . 

2.4 Orbit-averaging model 

In this se ·tion we pre ent an orbit-averaging model for fast pas. ing elcctrous which is 

fonnulated under the transit time ordering. The formulation i shown for a li1nit of the 

drift-kinetic electrons Pe ---+ 0 and the shearless or semi-local ca e B1 ---+ 0. 

B for - introducing the transit time ordering, we briefly discuss the ballistic In ode [66]. 

By taking the drift-kinetic limit of Eq. (2. -6) we have the electron drift-kinetic equation 

in a sh arlcss slab configuration 

(2.62) 

We linearize the electron distribution function a Fe = Feo + Fe 1 and apply the Fourier

Laplace transform to the perturbed eli tribution function Fe 1 and the perturbed electro

static potential c/J. We then have a perturbed distribution function , 

F _ Fe1k(t = 0) + [(c/Bo)bxik · \laFeo + (e/me)ikz(BFeo /Bvz) ] c/Jp.k 

lp,k - p + ikz Vz P + ikz Vz 
(2.63) 

wher p is a complex frequency. In Eq. (2.63) the second t rm hows the contribution 

frmn the eigenmode of the yste1n. The fir. t t rm (the ballisti ·term) shows a perturbation 

due to the free streaming of particles. This 1n an. that th \ la. ov system ·onscrv the 
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memory of an initial perturbation during the whole time. By taking the inverse Laplace 

transform of the first term, the perturbation of the ballistic 1node is obtained as 

(2.64) 

The contribution of F e LB to the Poisson equation vanishes as t ~ oo because of the phase 

mixing; therefore, the ballistic term is not often considered in the linear analysis. Hmvever, 

in a simulation which solves the initial value problem directly, the system will inevitably 

contain the ballistic 1nocle. Fron1 the comparison of the transit time Ttr to the characteristic 

time scale of the low frequency fluctuation (e.g., the Alfven time T A), we have the following 

relation: 

(2.65) 

where Ttr is evaluated with the electron thermal velocity Vte and {3 is the plasma beta. For 

the ca, e {3 rv 5%, TA/Ttr becomes rv 10. Although the ballistic mode plays no ilnportant 

roles in the lmv frequency physics in fusion plasmas, the electron ballistic mode arising 

from the high energy electrons d termines the Courant-Friedlichs-Lewy (CFL) condition of 

the imulation system. In order to reduce the computational cost of the global gyrokinetic 

particle simulation with drift-kinetic electrons, we eliminate the ballistic mod analytically 

by applying a secular perturbation theory to the high energy transit electron. Vve separate 

the tin1e scale of the low frequency fluctuation and th transit motion of the high energy 

electrons by introducing the transit time ordering w!wtr rv O(c) , where Wtr = k z Vte · Since 

in the orbit analysis of the high energy transit electron the adiabatic change is assumed for 

the low frequency fiucttntion of the eigenmode, the Z-dependent non-secular perturbation 

is averaged over the 1np rturbed orbit. Consequently, the ignorable coordinate Z, and the 

corr ·poncling adiabatic invariant appear in the perturbed orbit. In the averaging trans

forn1ation , we adopt th action variational Lie perturbation 1nethod as in the gyrokinetic 

theory. 

Let us consider the high energy electron to whi ·h vve apply the transit time ordering . By 

taking the limit of Pe ~ 0 and Az ~ 0 in Eqs . (2.47) and (2.48) , \ve have the fundamental 
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one-form for the electron in the gyro-averaged coordinates , 

- e - - -- -r = --A 0 · dR1_ + m/vzdRz + 111 dB - hrlt 
c 

where the Hamiltonian h is 

23 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

By negl cting ¢in Eqs. (2.66) and (2 .67), we obtain equations for the unperturbed orbit, 

dR 
Vzb, 

dt 
(2.68) 

dvz 
0, 

dt 
(2.69) 

dJVI 
0, 

dt 
(2 . 70) 

dB 
De. 

dt 
(2.71) 

The particle motion in the z-direction is periodic because the periodic boundary c nclition 

is imposed in the z-direction. This corresponds to the inherent periodicity in the toroidal 

system. The unperturbed orbit of the transit electron contains the fast p riodic motion in 

the Rz-clirection. Using th non-canonical Lie transform, the fundamental one-form, Eq. 

(2.66) , is transformed to the orbit-averaged coordinates Z = ( t; X , V, l\1 , B) , where the 

R z-dependent non-secular perturbation is removed . The functional relationship of the first 

order Lie transform is again given as 

(2. 72) 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

where 1 is the fundamental one-form in the orbit-averag d coordinates. nder th tran it 

time ordering, the generating function s] and the generator fliL of the Lie tran form are 

solv d as, 

(2. 75) 
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- Il c - 1 8S1 
(2. 76) gl --V:RS1 xb- --b 

eB0 m e Bvz ' 
-v- 1 -

(2. 77) gl - - b · V:RS1 , 
?Ti e 

-~! 
gl 0, (2 . 78) 

-8 
gl 0. (2.79) 

\Ve thrn have the fundamental one-fonn 1 and the Harniltonian 1{ in the orbit-averaged 

coordinates, 

e - -
1 = --Ao · dX1.. + m eVdZ + A/fde -1tdt , 

c 
(2 .80) 

(2.81) 

where (·) z denotes a Z-independent quantity. Also for the fundamental one-forms , Eqs. 

(2.66) and (2.80) , the non-vanishing cornponents of the Poisson tensor are calculated as 

(2.82) 

(2.83) 

(2.84) 

where th e Jacobian of the orbit-averaged coordinates is De = De = I meBo/cl. Con c

quentl ', the tran formation to the orbit-averaged coordinates is also th area preserving 

transform. The Euler-Lagrange equations of the fundamental one-form Eq. (2.80) , arc 

dX 1.. 
--

dt 
dZ 
dt 

dV 

dt 
dJVI 
dt 
dB 
dt 

c 
Eo bxVxJ.. (¢)z , 

Vb 

0, 

0, 

0 - 8(¢)& 
e e BJVI . 

(2.85) 

(2 .86) 

(2.87) 

(2 .88) 

(2.89) 

Like the symmrtry about B in the gyrokinetic system this syst m has another symmetry 

about Z · therefor the momentmn in the Z-direction is aL ·o an adiabatic invariant in 

the orbit-averaged coordinates. The ·hange of v lo ity due to an adiabatic respon ·e to 
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th low frequency fluctuation is absorbed in the generator (2. 77) and is proportional to 

the amplitud of kz -1- 0 component of the electrostatic potential. Accordingly when the 

in tability is weak, the high energy electrons remain in the same region of velocity space 

during the whole simulation tin1e. From equation of motion (2.85)-(2.89), we obtain the 

orbit-averaged drift-kinetic equation, 

BFe c ( ) 8t +Eo bxVx1.. ¢ z · Vx1.. Fe = 0, (2.90) 

where Fe is the electron distribution function in the orbit-averaged coordinates . Sine the 

Hamiltonian 1{ is Z-independent, the BFe/BZ term does not appear in Eq. (2.90) and the 

problem r duces to a two-dimensional problem which involves only the E x B nonlinearity. 

The elf-consistency condition for this equation system is also imposed in the real space 

x. By using the functional relationship of a scalar function in the Lie transform , the high 

energy part of the electron distribution function in the gyro-averaged coordinate , Fe, takes 

the form: 

Fe(·) = (1 + [/8/J-)Fe(·) + 0(E2
). 

Substituting Eq. (2.91) into the electron den ity, Eq. (2.58), we have 

j~ Fe(R, Vz , IV!, t)6(R- x)Ded6 Z 

+ j_, Fe(XJ.. , V, M t)6(X- x)Ded6 Z 

+ / [- Be VxS1 xb · Vx1..F e 
.J H e o 

1 - 8 Fe l ( ) 6 ( 2) + - b · VxS1-
8 

6 X- x Ded Z + 0 E , 
m e \! 

(2.91) 

(2. 92) 

where the electron polarization density vanishes in the drift-kinetic limit. In Eq. (2.92) 

the fir t term is the contribution from the low energy part of the electron distribution 

function [ which is determined by Eq. (2.62)] and the other terms show the contribution 

from the high energy electrons. As in the case of the ion polarization density, the third 

term i · evaluated with the local Maxwellian· 

(2.93) 

(2.94) 
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where noe and Toe lenote the local background electron den ity and elc tron ten1perature 

rc pectively and 1 ~L i the threshold velocity where the high and low energy part of the 

el ctron distribution function are separated. In Eq. (2.93) the third term rcpr ·ent the 

adiabatic response of the high energy el ctrons to the fluctuating electric field . This is 

hown clearly by aking the limit 1 ~L ---t 0. In this limit, we can see that thi · r normalized 

term reduces to the u, ual adiabatic approximation enoe/Toe(¢- (¢)z). Eqs . (2.56) (2.60), 

(2.61), (2.62), (2.90) and (2.93) constitute a closed . et of equations in whi ·h the ballistic 

mode arising from the high energy transit electron is removed. Here, the threshold velocity 

1 ~L must be cho. en carefully in order to correctly incorporate the wave-particle resonant 

interact ion or the particle trapping effect. 

2.5 Energy conservation 

In thi, section. the energy conservation property [67] of the gyrokinetic Vlasov-l\Iaxwell 

system is derived b using an inherent nature of th Hamiltonian system. Let us consider 

the Hcuuiltonian H of a single particle motion in a coordinate system z. The particle 

density n in the phase space is written iu the differential form a 

(2 .95) 

where D is the Jacobian of the coordinate system z. The Vlasov equation is written as 

(2.96) 

where L9 i the Lie derivative along the yector field g1/t gcnerat ,d by equations of motion. 

The change of the energy in a volume clement n almJg its characteristics is given as 

d(HD) 
dt 

dH D+HdD 
dt dt 

Bt(H)j Dcl6z. 

In another notation, Eq. (2.97) is written as 

cl(HD) 
dt 

Bt.(HD) + L9 (HD) 

D1(flj)Dd6z + Df1,(g1/ H f D)d6 z. 

(2.97) 

(2.98) 
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Con1bining Eqs. (2.97) and (2.98) we obtain the following equality 

(2.99) 

Eq. (2 .99) is integrated over the whole phase space to obtain the conservation law in the 

Hamiltonian ystem, 

j H(z t)Btf(z t)Dd6z = 0. (2.100) 

By applying Eq. (2 .100) to the gyrokinetic Vlasov-Maxwell system, Eqs. (2.56) (2.60), 

and (2 .61) we derive th energy conservation law in the total sy. tern 

~ [! j ~m,v;1<',D,d6Z + j q,(¢)0a,F·,D,d6Z] = o (2.101) 

where s denotes the particle species, and the contribution from the adiabatic invariant , !VI 

is omitted for simplicity. Using an expression for the particle density, Eq. (2.60), and the 

Poisson equation Eq. (2.61) the field energy e¢ is calculated as 

L j q (¢)oBtF Dsd6Z 
s 

dd -
8
1 L I k2 1¢kl2 + L L { 1- Io(k'iPi,) cxp( -k'iPi,) } ¢k¢k·l· (2.102) 

t 1r k l s k ' 

Finally w derive a conv nient form of the energy conservation law as 

A similar energy conservation law is also derived for the n w gyrokinetic \ la. v-Tviaxwell 

system including the orbit-averaged electron drift-kinetic equation Eqs. (2.56) (2.60), 

(2.61), (2.62), (2.90) , and (2 .93). By omitting a contribution from the new adiabatic 

invariant 11, we write the energy conservation law as 

(2.104) 
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2.6 Discussion 

In thi chapter , we have discussed about a treatment of disparate time scales involved 

in the Vlasov- daxwell system. This problem becomes crucial especially in the nonlinear 

simulation which solYes an initial value problem. In order to resoh e this difficulty, the gyro

motion (and the transit motion) of charged particles vvhich determines the CFL condition 

of the si1nulation , is eliminated analytically by using the non-canonical Lie perturbation 

method. Also, the gyrokinetic Vlasov-Iviaxwell equations (with the orbit-averaged drift

kinetic equation for high energy electrons) are formulated. This equation syst m has the 

following properties: (a) the system cons rves the Hamiltonian structure of th dynamics 

of the ·ollisionle plasma (b) the gyro-motion (and the transit motion) of charged parti

cle and the corresponding resonance and ballistic mode are removed analytically (c) the 

polarization (and adiabatic) response is renonnalized in the particle density and important 

phy ics uch as the FLR effect (and the E x B nonlinearity) is retained. Hence, the CFL 

condition of the simulation is relaxed and a low cost cmnputation is enabled without losing 

the important physical effects. 

In the former work [49], a gyrokinetic PIC simulation with a time step of r v D;- 1 

was reported , and the efficiency of the model was validated. Also, in Ref. [59] we hav 

de' eloped a new gyrokinetic PIC code u ing the orbit-averaging model. And, a reduction of 

about 70o/c of the computational co t has been achieved in at st simulation of the universal 

1node. 

Although we have applied the non-canonical Lie perturbation method only to the treat

Inent of the gyro-motion and transit motion of charged particles, this technique is quite 

general. We can apply this technique to the anal) sis of any kind of particle orbit , proYidecl 

that the unperturbed orbit is w ·ll understood . A similar treatment can also be appli cl to 

the bounce motion of trapped particles in the toroidal ca. e [68] because the unperturbed 

orbit of the trapped particles has a p riodicity and the l ounce frequen y is also much higher 

than the eigenfrequency of low frequency waves. ThtL , the orbit a\ eraging model provide 

many prmnising feature · towards the global gyrokinctic particle simulation including the 

drift-kinetic ele trons. 

Chapter 3 

Slab ion ten1perature gradient 

driven mode 

3 .1 Introduction 

In this chapter , we will clarify various stabilizing or destabilizing mechanisms of the slab 

ITG mode in the negative-sheared slab configuration modeling the ITB of negative , hear 

tokamaks. As is 1nentioned in Chapter 1, the ITB region is characterized by a w ak or 

zero magnetic shear and steep density and temperature gradients , where a WKB approach 

is inappropriate. Basically, the eigenmode structure and the corresponding eigenvalue are 

determined by the balance between the destabilizing and stabilizing contributions , which 

are relaLecl to the equilibrium profiles. For a proper treatrnent of these contributions it 
' 

is required to solve th integral eigenmode equation wiLhout using any assUinption among 

scale length of an eigenmode structure and equilibrium profiles. To this end we have 

develop d a gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code [60], which involves full kinetic effects of 

ions and ele ·trons. Fron1 numerical re ults it is found that a combination of the negative 

shear configuration and the steep ion temperature gradient produces unique features of 

the negative-sheared slab ITG ( IS-ITG) mode [60] . Also, it is hown that mode which 

appear in the high-k1_ region with k .l PLi > 1, the kinetic response of ion and electrons 
' 

and the asymmetric FLR effect due to he steep ion t mperature gradi nt pla a ignificant 

29 
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role in the linear stability of the S-ITG modes. These effects were ignored in the pre

,·ion works [69. 70] in which the slab ITG mode in the negative shear configuration has 

been studied using the fluid type linear eigcnmode equation and the corresponding WKB 

shooting code [71]. 

Iu our analytical and numeri ·:~.1 analy ·c a slab g ometry is used as a model conftgura

tion. Iu the frame-vvork of the ballooning representation [12], the magnetic drift frequency 

is written as Wo = 2Enwi[(v~ + vl/2)/vfi)](cos th + seb sin eb), where En = Ln/ R (R is the 

major radiu ) s = rq' / q ( q is the safety factor) w; is the ion diamagn tic frequency, vii and 

V 1_ are the velo ities parallel and perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field respectively 

Vti is the ion thermal velocity, and eb i the ballooning angle. Here, the contribution frorn 

the econd t rm disappears in a small magnetic shear region [32]. From the co1nparison 

between the average magnetic drift frequency, (wn) r-v 2E11w£ and a typical frequency of the 

ITG mode w r-v w;i (w;i = rliw-i), we have a relation, (wn)/w r-v 2Eti, where 171 = Ln/Lti and 

Eti = L 1d R. If we assume a steep ion temperature gradient as in the ITB region, this rela

tion ~ · iclcl (w D)/ w << 1. Consequcntlv a driving effect clue o the magnetic drift tencl. to 

become weak for configurations considered in the pr sent analysis. In addition the toroidal 

mode coupling i · "' eak in a small magnetic shear region around the qmin-surfa ·e. Hence, 

although it may be significant to treat full toroidal effects for a quantitative evaluation of 

a growth rate aud a stability limit we believe that 1nost of features of the S-ITG 1nodc 

can be captured in a slab model, and that a slab model is useful for the present analysis . 

Also , a slab rnodel is advantageous in regard to an analytical treat1ncnt of th eigerunodc 

equation as well as a numerical r solution in solving the gyrokineti integral eigcnn1ode 

equation. 

Drift wave in the negative shear configuration are characterized by following featur : 

(a) the magnetic sh ar stabilization disappear around the qmin-surface, (b) the ' ariation 

of the magnetic h ar, q" characterize an effecti\ potential structure in a Weber type 

differ ntial eigemnode equation, and (c) a single mode-rational surface mode, a double 

mode-rational nrface mode and a nonrc. onant mode appear depending on the number of 

the mod -rational surfaces . The singl mode-rational surface NS-ITG 1nocle correspond 

t the Y\'Cak shear limit [72] of he slab ITG mocl0. Its prop rty i ignificantly aff ·ted by 
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a steep ion te1npcrature gradient which produces au asynm10tric eigenmodc structure with 

respect to the qmin-surface through a variation of the FLR effect . The latter two modes ap

pear only in the negativ shear configuration. The properti s of thes - modes arc understood 

by an effective potential structure in a Weber type differ ntial cigenmod equation. For 

the double mode-rational surface (nonr sonant) JS-ITG mode, a parabolic potential well 

(hill) perturbed by a fourth order potential hill is formed near the qmi 11 -surface. Thus, the 

double mode-rational surface (nonresonant) NS-ITG mod becomes a bounded (oscillatory) 

solution around the qmin-surface, and an asy1nptotic solution of the NS-ITG mode behaves 

as the outgoing wav , which has a stabilizing effect on the nonresonant S-ITG mode (an 

o cillatory solution). The stability of these modes is determined locally at the qmin-surface 

because q' ~ 0. As a result, the unstable region in the ky space v. idely preads over the 

high-ky region with kyPti r-v 10. This is a remarkable feature of the S-ITG mode clarifi d 

by the gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code which 1nake analyses of micro-instabilities with 

kl_Pti >> 1 possible. 

3.2 Gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code 

In this section we derive an integral eigenvalue equation based on the gyrokinetic Vlasov

axwcll system. We also give a numerical method for solving the linear eigenvalue proble1n 

described as a transcendental equation. 

In the present study of the ITG mode we con ider a sheared lab geometr where the 

x-direction corresponds to the radial direction the z-direction i chosen in the direction of 

the magnetic field at x = 0, and the y-direction is chosen to be normal to both the . ·- and 

z-dircctions. We assun1e the periodic boundary condition in the y- and z-directions , and 

the fixed boundary condition with conducting walls in the .1:-clirection. By expanding the q

profile around the position x = 0, we write the q-profile as q(x) = q0 +qb.-r+~q~x2 +· ·· , where 

Qo, qb and q~ arc evaluated at x = 0. The corresponding slab rnagnctic field configuration 

for the normal shear case with qb # 0 is 

(3.1) 
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where Ls = ( q6 R) I ( q~ r0 ). R is the major radius of a toroidal plasma, To is the 1ninor radius 

at the position ;r; = 0, and x = 0 is the position of the nwcle-rational urfac . For the 

negatiYe shear case with q~ = 0: we choose the model magncti configuration as 

(3 .2) 

where Ln = J (2q5R) I ( q'Qro) and x = 0 corresponds to the position of the qmin-surface. 

Here it is noted that an inclusion of the first order shear tenn [70] in Eq. (3.2) just shifts 

the position of the qmin-surfacc, and changes the minimmn value of q from q0 . Thus, only 

the econd order deriYative term is retained in Eq. (3.2). In these model configurations 

th asymmetry of the configuration which is produced by q'Q' is ignored for simplicit . 

By linearizing the gyrokinctic Vlasov-Maxwell system Eqs. (2.56), (2.60), and (2 .61) , 

V\'e obtain the linearized gyrokinetic equations: 

a P1 v z - c - q a Po - + - B · \l:RF1 + - bx'V:R(¢) 0 · \l:RFo - --B · 'V:R(¢)o--- = 0, at E 0 E 0 mEo Bvz 

n1 (x) = j F16([R + p] - x)Dd6Z 

- qno L [1 - Io(k~pz) exp(-k~pz)] ¢k exp(ik. x) 
T k 

- \72¢ = 47re [nil (x) - n e l (x)] 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

\Yher F0 is the unperturbed guiding-center di tribution function, and F1 ¢ arc the linear 

perturbations . In Eq. (3 .3) the gyr -average for the sheared magnetic field is ignored 

b cause of the scale length ord ring, PI Ls "'PI Ln "' 0( ). 

Sine the system is symmetric in the y- and z-directions, we a umc the Ry- and Rz

dep nd nces of a lin ar p rturbation F1 as a plane wave with spe ·ified ky and kz: 

(3.6) 

''here the timed pcndcnc is also assumed a. exp( -iwt) vvith a complex frequency w. By 

expanding the radial igcnfunction into a Fourier series , we write a perturb d guiding-center 

eli, tribution function and an electrostatic potential in a form: 

(3.7) 
kJ' 

(3 .8) 
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and 

¢(R, t) = L cPkx exp(ikxRx + ikyRy + ikzRz- iwt) 
kx 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

where Lx denotes the system size in the x-direction. In the Fourier series representation, 

th gyro-average of a perturbed quantity is written using the zeroth order Bessel function , 

] 0 . By ubstituting these expressions into Eq. (3.3), we have the perturbed guiding-center 

eli "tribution function as 

____ w*[1-'fJ{~-(J1/JTl+~mv;)IT}] - kllvll 
F1 (Rx, Vz, J\1) = k _ 

11v11- w 

X ~PoL cPkxlo(kJ.p) exp(ikxRx), 
kx 

(3.12) 

-vvh re k11 = k · B IE, vii = Vz E I E 0 'fJ = d ln TId ln n 0 , and the diamagnetic drift frequency 

i w* = (kyT/mD)(dlnn0 /dRx). U ing a local faxwcllian (2 .59) for the unperturbed 

guiding-center distribution function , we obtain the perturbed lensity from Eq. (3.4): 

1 jLx 
- L L L dx' exp ( ikx ( x - x') + ik~x') 
2 X k k' - LT 

X :t 

X q;o cPk~ [ { fo- 'fJ (~ + ba) fo + 7]b9 f1} ~* Z + fo('fJ~*~- 1)(1 + ~z)] 
- qTno L [1- I 0 (b') exp( -b')] ¢k~ exp(ik~x). (3 .13) 

k' X 

The definitions of quantitic in Eq. (3 .13) are given a· follows : Z = Z(~) is the Fried

Contc pla rna dispcr ion function; ~ = wl( v'2lk 11 lvt); ~* = w* I( J2ikl!ivt); b = (k; + k;)pz; 

b' = (k~ 2 + k;)pi; ba = (b + b')l2 , b9 = lbfJi· fo(ba,b9 ) = cxp(-ba)Io(b9 ); f 1 (ba b9 ) = 

exp( -ba)I1 (b 9 ); and In is the n-th order modifi d Bess 1 function. Finally by imposing 

the self-consistency condition or the Poissou quation, Eq. (3. -) , in the Fourier pac we 

derive the linear integral equation for the Fourier amplitude cPk:r, 

LLkm,k1(w)¢k1 = 0 (3.14) 
kl 
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-
1
- fL .r dx exp[i(kt- km)x] x [- (kf + k; + k;) 

2L.1: .J_L:r 

+ ~A~, [ { ro- rJs G +bas) ro + ry,b9,r,} ~;z, 
+ r o(rJ,G~, - 1) (1 H,Z,) - {1 - Io(b;) cxp( -b;)}]], (3 .15) 

w h re the notation for k' is changed a kt, £ km ,k1 ( w) arc clemcn ts of the omplex matrix 

.C (w), >.'bs = Ts/(4nnsoq;) and s denotes the particle specie. Thus the linear stability 

problem of low frequency micro-instabilities in the sheared magnetic field is formulated as 

the integral eigenvalue equation. Since our interest is not only in the ITG mod , but al o 

in the short wavelength ETG 1nodc, we have used the general dielectric tensor including 

the electron kinetic effects in Eq. (3.15). 

The matrix form of the integral eigenvalue equation, Eq. (3 .14), can b reduced to the 

problem of finding eigenvalues, { wih=l,N, of the complex matrix £ , which atisfy 

(3.16) 

In finding a root of Eq. (3 .16) first. "' e plot the contour lines of Re( cl t £) = 0 and 

Im( det .C) = 0 in a cmnplex w-plane, and obtain guesses for the cigenfrequcncies { ci}i:=l...N , 

in a region wh ere the eigenfrcqu ncy with the maximum growth rate exists. vVe then refine 

guesses u ing a method based on the algorithm deYelopecl by Davie [73] . Although the 

original algorithm can r at multipl roots simultaneously, we apply the algorithm only for 

a single root case. L('t us ·et a ·losed positively oriented ·on tour, C : lw- ci I = ri , so that 

ther(' exists a single root wi, in the region limited by C. Applying the residue theorem 

the cigenfrequency, wi i, \\ ritten by the following integral: 

1 1 g'(w) 
wi = 2ni Jc w g(w) dw, ( 3.17) 

where g(w) = clet.C(w) . In order to avoid Lhe numerical calculation of g' (w), w u e 

int('grati n by p;ut. to estimat Eq. (3.17). Here , ince ln(g] i. not single-valu d along the 

contour , C. we r write the integral. Eq. (3.17)j in the following form: 

w · ~ 

(3 .1 8) 
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where G(w) = g(w)/(w - ci), and ln[G] is single-valued along the contour, C. The integral , 

Eq. (3.18), is evaluated n, ing a numerical quadrature to obtain the eigenfreqncncy, wi . 

Finally t he corresponding eigenfunction is olvcd using the usual inverse iterative method. 

As a benchmark test we have calculated the dispersion relations of micro-instabi lities , 

which were obtained in the other gyrokinetic or Vlasov integral eigenvalue code. And "c 

have confirmed that our gyrokinctic integral eigenvalue code recovers the igenfunct ion and 

the dispersion relation of the normal-sheared slab lTG mode [74] and the normal-sheared 

slab ETG mode (the f3 = 0 case in Ref. [27]). 

3.3 Analytic solutions 

Before bowing numerical results of the gyrokiuetic integral eigenvalue code, we provide an 

analytical result of the cliff rential eigenmocle equation [75, 76] in order to show qualitative 

characteristics of the NS-ITG mode. 

We try an analytical treatment of the gyrokinetic Vlasov-1VIaxw ll systen1 under h 

ordering for the phase velocity, Vti < IRe(w) / k11l << Vte· Hence, the differential eigenmocle 

equation i obtain d from the quasi-neutrality condition with the gyrokinetic ion response 

and the adiabatic electron response. We al o apply a long p rpenclicular wavelength ap

proximation bi rv b~ << 1 to the ion gyrokinet ic respon e Eq. (3.13) . We then have the 

second order ord inary cliff rential equation, 

fJ2¢ - -oi2 + Q(x )cjJ = 0, (3.19) 

Q(i) := -k2 + T T + 1 + {T ~ 1/fl- 'Tlij(2Q)}~izi + ~'17dfl)E}(1 + ~iZi) ' (3_20) 

y {T + 1/D + r7i/(2D)}~izi + (1JdD)~t(1 + ~izi) 

where T = Te/Ti Ps = ft Pti and each variables are normalized as follows: 0 = w / w;; 

.i = x/ p · ky = kyPs; and ¢ = ecjJ/Te. Here it is noted that in thi normalization , radial 

variation of th temperature within an anal si domain i assumed to be w ak, T rv 1' 

even for a finite 17 , wher 1' is an av rage temperature. This as tunption is valid for a ca e 

with relatively weak density and temperature gradients . sing the asymptoti expan ion 

for the plasma clisp r ion fun ·tion zi rv -~i 1 
- ~~;3 

- t~i '5 - . . . under the fluid limit , 
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~i > 1, we havr a reduced form of the eigemuode rquaLion [76], 

(3.21) 

For the normal shear cas with qb # 0 or th' model magnetic field, Eq. (3.1) the 

eigcnmodc equation i rewritten in a form of the well-known \i\ eber quation: 

d2 ~ 2 -
d(2 + (c: - ( )¢ = 0, (3.22) 

·where 

( =ax, [ - 1-n l 
E = a- 2 - k~ + {2 + ( 1 + 'T]i) / T . 

In Eq. (3.22) kz is set to zero because kz does not affect the stability but ju t shift the 

mode-rational urface from x = 0. From the bounded solution in the ( space and the 

orre ponding quantization condition for E, we hav the eigenfunction and the eli per ion 

relation a follows, 

[a/ ( J'if21l!) J 
112 

H1(() cxp( - ( 2 /2), 

2l + 1, 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

where l denotes a radial mode number H 1 is the l-th order Hermite polynomials, and 

Uw eigenfunction , Eq. (3.23) , is normalized as I l¢tl 2di = 1. If we assume that the 

eigenfrequency satisfies IRe(D) I >> IIm(D) I, a potential of the Weber equation, Eq. (3 .22) , 

is recognized as a parabolic potential hill and the eigenfunction Eq. (3.23) , shows an 

oscillatory feature in the x .-pace . The asyn1ptotic solution of Eq. (3.22) i then given as 

lim ~ = C exp (-i l~n l.i2
) 

lxl~ 2L8 D 
(3.25) 

where C is a con tant. v comparing Eq. (3.25) with an cikonal form of WKB solution , 

xp(J krdx), the group velocity is evaluated as 

,- _ an _ I Ln I -. 
Ug - --- - =--::-X. 

Dk.'C k~Ls 
(3.2G) 

Hencr the asymptotic solutjon Eq. (3.25) , behaves as the outgoing wave which takes a 

waYe nrrgy away from au unstable region around the mo le-rational surface to a stable 

-- ~. 
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region where the wave energy is absorbed by the ion Landau darnping. Thi tabilizing 

mechanism is so-called the shear convective da1nping [77]. 

For the negative shear ca ·e with qb = 0 or the model magn tic field , Eq. (3.2), the 

eig nmode equation becomes 

d2¢ 2 4 -
d(2 + (c:- ( - o{ )</> = 0, (3.27) 

wh r 

(=ax 

By considering a as a perturbation parameter, the perturbation theory [78] can be applied 

to Eq. (3.27). Solving the perturbed eigenfunction¢?) and the perturbed energy level E~l ) 

yields the eigenfunction 

cPl = ¢iO) + ¢il) 

and the disp rsion relation, 

¢j0
) =[a/ ( V'if21l!)r12 H1(() exp( -(2/2), 

( 1) 
-( 1) _ t - (o) 

<Pt - L (o) (o) <Pj , 
j ::f-l Et - cj 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

where ~f 0 )* denotes a complex conjugate of ~fo). Equation (3.28) involves two characteri tic 

solutions depending on a relativ sign between kz and ky. 

When kz > 0 (and ky > 0) , the configuration has two 1nodc-rational surfac s. gain , 

a ·suming the ca e satisfying IRe(O) I >> IIm(O) I a potential in Eq. (3.27) i. recognized 

as a parabolic potential well with a fourth order perturbation, and the ig nfunction, E

q. (3.28) , b omes ba ically a bound d .-olution in the i space. Accordingly the linear 
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stabili ty probJcm of the ~S-ITG mode with the double mode-rational surfa ·es is recog

nized a a harmonic oscillator pert urbcd by a fourth order potential. In the negative shear 

configuration with two neighboring nwde-rational surfaces at i ,.± = ±)kz/kyLns , a po

tential well is formed b tween these mode-ratio11al surfaces .iT- < i < .iT+· Frmn Eq. 

(3.2 ) the width of the eigenfunction is eYaluated as 6i rv a- 1
. From a comparison be

tween the width of the eigenfunction and that of the potential well w obtain a relation, 

.6i'f(.'i ,.+ -.iT- ) = fo < 1, i.e. the eigenfunction, Eq. (3.28) becornes localized within 

the potential well. Therefore , the stabilizing effect of shear convective damping does not 

work for the double mod -rational urfacc NS-ITG mode . 

On th other hand, when kz < 0 (and ky > 0) , the confignration has no mode-rational 

urfa ·c. For the eigenfrequency "ith IRe(D) I >> IIm(D) I a potential function in the eigen

mocle equation behav as a parabolic potential hill with a fourth order perturbation. And , 

the eigenfunction , Eq. (3.28) , carr sponds to an oscillatory olution. For an unstable mod 

the asymptotic solu t ion is written as [69] 

lim ¢ = C exp (-i l!n I_ li l3) . 
lxl4 312 D ns 

This solution has the group velocity of the outgoing wave: 

,- _ an _ ILnl .i3 

Ug - --- - ------ . 

Bkx k~L~s l.i l 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

Accordingly, in the nonrc ·onant cas , we xpect a tabilizing effect of , hear convective 

clamping as seen in the conventional lab ITG mode. 

3.4 Numerical solutions 

smg th g:y rokinetic integral eigenvalue cod we have analyzed the ITG rnodcs both 

in the normal shear case and in the ncgativ shear ·ase. Us of the gyrokinctic integral 

rig nY<-llu codr e11able us to analyze an eig nmode \\ ith a long radial correlation length , 

kxPti < 1 as well a.- a short perpendicular wavelength mode with kl_ Pti > 1 where the full 

FLR cffc -t becomes significant. 

Parameters stucli d in this secti n arr shown in Table 3.1. The n1oclcl magnetic con

figuration is given with L5 = 2. 7 m(Ln/ L8 = 0.167) for the normal shear cas , and 
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:Major radius 

qmi 11 -Surface ( qmin = 2) 

Magnetic field 

Density 

Density gracli nt 

Electron temperatur 

Ion temperature 

Electron Lannor radius 

Ion Larmor radius 

Ion cycrotron frequency 

El ctron De bye length 

R 

ro 

Eo 

fi e 

L ne 

T e 

f . 
2 

Pte 

Pti 

D.i 

~D 

2.6m 

0.3m 

4.6T 

Lni = 0.38m 

3.9lkeV 

12.8keV 

0.0325nlm 

2.52m1n 

440MHz 

0.104mm 

39 

Tabl 3.1: De cription of TFTR like parameters used in analyses. -: denot s a quantity 

averaged over the region of the qmin -surface. 

Lns = 0.883rn for the negative shear case. Also, in the present analysis , the non-adiabatic 

ele ·tron response is included for cornpleteness, and its effect on the ITG modes in a high-ky 

r gion is examined . As for a numerical resolution in order to exclude spurious solutions \ve 

have u cd 128 modes for the kx spectrum corresponding to the system size of L 3 . = 60.3Pti 

the grid size of 6.x ~ OA71Pti and the wavenumber of kxPti :::; 7. Also, we have adopted a 

sine series expansion to satisfy the conducting wall boundary condition in the x-direc ion . 

In Fig. 3.1 , typical eigenfunctions of the slab ITG modes arc 1lotted for 7li = 7le = 5, 

which correspond to Lti = Lte = 0.076m. Although this temperature gradient param ter 

seems to be relatively higher than that observed in the experiment we hav cho n a steep 

temperature gradient profi l~ in order to clearly see th haract ristics of the slab ITG 

modes. Vve will discus about th rJi-dependence of the lin ar :tability later. In the figure , 

the mode-rat ional surface Xn the ion re onanc point, Xi and th el ctron r sonancc point 

X e arc defined a k11(::cT) = 0 IRc(w)/k ll (xi )l = Vti , and IRe(w)/kll (xe)l = V t e, r spectively. 

Figure 3.1 (a) hows the eigenfunction of the l = 0 branch of the onventional slab ITG 

mod , which gives the radial corr lation length of 6. x rv 4.92!Jti· Here. the radial corr lation 
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Figure 3.1: Typical ig nfunction of the normal-sheared slab ITG mode · arc plotted for 

7Ji = r;(' = 5. (a) shows the l = 0 branch of t he slab ITG mode for kyPti ~ 0.4 and 

LniLs = 0.167. (b) and (c) show the high-Ti and low-7i branches of the singl modc

ratiOJnl surface NS-ITG mode for kyPti ~ 0.9 and kyPti ~ 0.348, rc. p ctivcly. (d) shows 

the l = 0 branch of the double mode-rational . urface 1 S-ITG 1node for kyPti ~ 1.5 and 

kzPti ~ 0.00849. (c) shows the 1 = 0 branch of the nollrc onant S-ITG mode for A:yf5ti ~ 1.5 

and kzPti ~ -0.00849. The nonresonant NS-ITG mo lc , how a o. cillatory £ aturc. For the 

neg·1-tiY shear ease. a scale lC'ngth of the rnagn tic. hear has been ho. en as Lnl Lns = 0.43 , 

and the (]min-, urface is at T = 30.2j5u . In all figures ) posit.ions of the Juodr-rational surface 

.'tr. the ion resonance point , x1 , a11d th electron rc onancc point. :L arc also indicated by 

<-UTO\\\' . 
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length is defined as 

(3.36) 

Figur 3.1(b) and 3.1(c) show the igenfun tion. of the singl mode-rational surface NS

ITG modes for kyPti ~ 0.9 and kyPti ~ 0.348 r pcctively. Since the linear stability of the 

slab ITG 1node doe not depend on the sign of the magnetic shear, this case corresponds to 

the weak h ar limit of the normal shear case. In the weak magnetic shear region around the 

qmin-surface, an unstable region of the single mode-rational surface S-ITG 1nocle satisfying 

Vti :S IR (w) I k11l << Vte iss para ted into two regions , which appear in both sides of the qmin

surfac and two differ nt types of asymmetric n1odes are destabilized in these regions. Since 

the ion Larmor radiu. and the corresponding FLR effect vary significantly in these regions 

under the steep ion temp -raturc profile, the single mode-rational surface mode which is 

de tabilizcd in the low-7i (high-Ti) side of the qmi 11 -surface becomes unstable in the high-ky 

(low-ky) region. The eigenfunctions of both modes show an oscillator feature and give the 

almost equal radial correlation length .6.x "'-' 4.5lf5ti for the low-Ti n1odc and .0..1' "'-' 4.32J3ti 

for the high-Ti mode. Figure 3.1(cl) sho~vvs the eigenfunction of the double 1nodc-rational 

surface S-ITG 1node for kyPti ~ 1.5 and kzPti ~ 0.00849 (kz rv 3 x 27rl(q0 R)). In this case, 

the ion r sonance point docs not appear in the qmin side of the two mode-rational surfaces 

becaus of a weak magnetic shear around the qmin-surface, a11d hence, a broad unstable 

region satisfying Vti :S IRe(w) I k11 l << Vt appears in this region. ccordingly the double 

mode-rational surface S-ITG mode ·which becomes a bounded solution ) has an extremely 

broad cigenmode structure with .6.."£ "'-' 15.0J3ti· Here it is noted that for the S-ITG modes 

which arc analyzed in this section the ratio of the radial correlation length .6.x to the scale 

l ngth of an ion temperature gradient Lti reaches at .6.xl L 1i "'-' 0.5 and therefore the WKB 

procedure may not be appropriate for the analysis of this mode. Figure 3.1(c) show the 

eigenfun tion of the nonresonant S-ITG 1noclc for kyPti ~ 1.5 and kzPti ~ -0. 008 9. A. is 

predict d by the analytical olution we sec that the eigenfunction which is limit d b\' two 

ion rc onancc points , bows an oscillatory behavior. Because of thi os ·illatory nature, the 

radial correlation length of the nonres nant NS-ITG mode 6..rr; "'-' 8.59J3ti becomes much 

shorter than that of the d nblc mode-rational surface S-ITG mode. 
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Figur 3.2: (a) Real frequency and (b) growth rate are plotted for the l = 0 branch of the 

normal- heared lab ITG mode (crosses) the high-7i (open triangles) and low-7i (closed 

triangl ) branche of the single 1node-rational surface S-ITG mode , the l = 0 branch of 

the double 1noclc-rational surface S-ITG 1nocle (open circles), and the l = 0 branch of 

the nonr onant S-ITG mode (closed circles). Equilibrium parmncters arc the same as in 

Fig. 3.1. 
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Figure 3.3: (a) ky-clcpcndcncc and (b) kz-depcnden ·e of the local dis per 'ion r lati n of the 

'hearless slab ITG mode arc plotted under ·onclitions 'vith (a) kxPti ~ 0.4 kzf511 ~ 0.00849 

and (b) kxPti = kyPti ~ 0.4 and 7Ji = 17 . 
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Figure 3.2 shows the dispersion relation of the slab ITG modes corresponding to the 

modes shown in Fig. 3.1. It is 'Ccn that the un table regions of the lo\\-Ti (high-T7) branch 

of the single mode-rational surface S-ITG mode peaks in the high-ky (low-ky) region. 

The double mode rational-surface S-ITG n10dc and the nonresonant NS-ITG mode show 

similar disp r ive characteristics in both th r al frequ ncy and the growth rate. These 

two modes have relatively large growth rates compared with other three branches and the 

un table regions spread up to a ignifi antly high-ky region with kyPti rv 10. In ord r to 

explain this unique featur of the S-ITG modes we have analyzed the ky-depcndcnce, 

Fig. 3.3(a), and the k11-dependence, Fig. 3.3(b) , of the local disper ion relation for the 

shearles lab ITG mode at th qmin-surface . A shown in Fig. 3.3(b) , th ITG mod is 

basi ally th ion sound wave which is modifi d by the density and t mperc turc gradi nt. 

and its stability is very sensitive to k11 . Whereas, in Fig. 3.3 (a) , we sec that with a constant 

k11 th ky-d pendence of the growth rat i weak for kyPti > L It is uotecl that the non

adiabatic ion re pons contributes to the tability of ITG mode in the high-ky limit , while 

the contribution vani he exponentially in the high-k..L or kx limit. Thi. i. bccaHs the non

adiabatic part of the ion respon , Eq. (3 .13), is proportional to kyPtiro(b) or kyPtir1 (b), and 

in th high-ky limit these functions are approximated [79] as V5ro(b) rv 0.399 + 0.01336- I, 

and v'br 1 (b) rv 0.399 - 0.0399b- t, respectively. Therefore, what i. significant in stabilizing 

the ITG mode is not the variation of ky but th variation of k11 . which produce th ion 

Landau damping in a high-k 11 region. In the sheared slab g ometry, ky and k11 ar clo ely 

related by the magnetic shear. If the magnetic ·hear exist in an unstable region k11 incr ases 

along with the increase of ky and the mode is then stabilized by the ion Landau damping 

for kyPti > 1. This is the kinetic stabilizing mechanism of the normal-sheared slab ITG 

mode and the single n1ode-rational urface NS-ITG mode. How vcr, if th mode arises 

in a low magnetic shear region around the qmin-· urface , which c rrcsponds to the louble 

mode-rational surface and nonre. onant S-ITG modes, k11 is independent of ky and the 

ky-dependence of the stability is almost determined by the local stability of the slab ITG 

mod which is shown in Fig. 3.3( a). Thus, an unstable region with kyPti > 1 is allowed for 

the double mode-rational urface and nonrc onant S-ITG modes. 

The d 'tabilizing effect on the nonresonant mode is explained from a point of vi w 
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Figur 3.4: lk ldvtdiRe(w)l and lk iJ IVte/IRe(w)l are plotted as a function of x/!Jti for the 

l = 0 branch of the double mode-rational surface S-ITG mode (dashed curve and dash

lot curve) and the l = 0 branch of the nonresonant S-ITG mode (solid curve and broken 

urve) , which con spond to cases shown in Fig. 3.l(cl) and Fig. 3.l(e). The behavior 

of rc. onance which det -rmines the local stabilit. is similar around the qmin-surface at 

x = 30.2.Pti for both cases. 

of th kinetic theory. In Fig. 3.4 , we plot resonance conditions of these two modes , 

corre. ponding to Figs. 3.1 (d) and 3.l (e). In the figur , it i considered that both n1od · 

arc in a imilar sitnation with re pect to the local tability condition around the qmin

. urface becau ahnost the samc resonanc region with Vti :=:; IRe(w) / k
11

i << Vte is se n . 

Sine the linear stal ility i · e sentially det rmined by the lo ·al re onancc condition aroun l 

the qmin- urfac:c both the double mode-rational surfa ·e and nonre onant TS-ITG nwdcs 

'how similar behavior in the dispersion r lation. How vcr , the nonresonant S-ITG mode 

gives a slightly lower growth rat than that of the don ble mod -rational surface S-ITG 

mode , 1 ecau. e of a stal ili~.:ing effect of the sh ar convective dumping. 

In ig. 3.3, tlw kz-clepcndencr of the growth ratr spectrnm is shown for the donblc 

mode-rational surface and nonresonant NS-ITG modes. Since the local sLabili ty does not 

depend on the sign of kz both sprcLnnus which follow the local dispersion shown in Fig. 

3.4(b) arc approximatelY symmetric abo ut kz = 0. 

In Fig. 3.6 , the q"-clcpcndence oft hc growth rate is. hown for the double mode-rational 
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Figur 3.5: kz-dependence of the growth rate is plotted for the l = 0 branch of the double 

mode-rational surface S-ITG mode (open circles) , and the l = 0 branch of the nonr nant 

S-ITG 1node (closed circles). Equilibrimn parameters are the sam as in Fig. 3.1 and 

kyPti ~ 1.5. 
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Figure 3.6: q"-depend nee of the growth rate is plotted for the l = 0 branch of the double 

mode-rational urface NS-ITG mode with kyPti ~ 1.5 aucl kzPti ~ 0.00849 (open circle) 

and the l = 0 branch of the nonre onant NS-ITG mode kyPti ~ 1.5 and kzPti ~ - 0.00 49 

(closed circle) . Parameter u d are the am as in Fig. 3.1. The magnetic configuration 

us d in Fig. 3.1 corre ponds to Ln/ Lns = 0.43. 
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urfacc and nmuPtiOnant ~S-ITG modes. A the magn tic hear beconlC weak the growth 

rate , lightly increases for both mod s. However in the '' ak magn -tic shear limit, the 

behavior is different betwc n the double 1no lc-rational surface and nonresonant S-ITG 

mode . In the weak magnetic shear configuration , the unstable region where the fluid limit 

approximation is valid become. larger and he stabilizing (and destabilizing) effc t d uc to 

the oscillatory (boundc I) olution and its asymptotic behavior strongly affects the growth 

rate. 
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Figure 3. 7: Growth rates of thr l = 0 double mode-rational ·urface S-ITG mode in th 

case with the non-adiabatic electron response ( clos d circle ) and in th ca c \vith the 

adiabatic electron response (open circles). 

Figure 3. 7 shows thr growth rates of th l = 0 doubl mode-rational surface S

ITG mode which arc ealcu latecl with the adiabatic electron response and the non-adiabatic 

lectron rc. pons c. Siner the nnstable region in the case with the adiabatic electron response 

also , prrad OYer a high-ky region , the mode has basically the feature of ion mode evrn 

in the high-ky region. However; we sec an increase of the growth rate clue to Lhe noll

adiabatic electron r sponse in thr high-ky region , "here the electron FLR effect is also finite 

kyf5t , < O.J. In the figure , we also , c that an un. able region cxi L in the on. iderably 

high-ky region with ky[Jti A.J 10. Thi is the unique fratur . of the NS-ITG mod . In the 

higb-ku region with kyPti A.J 10, the ETG mode also b coin . in1portant. A quantitative 

discnssion on the growth rat or the unstable ky region oft he ETG mode will 1 e given in 
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Chapter 4. 

3.5 Discussion 

In this hapter, we have analyzed the S-ITG modes u ing the gyrokinebc integral ci · n

valuc code. In the negative shear configuration , everal type of ITG modes exist clne to 

the peculiar propcrtic of the magnetic configuration: th magn tic hear is very w ak 

around the qmin-surface · and the configuration is determin d by q~, which forms an eff c

tive potential well (hill) in the Weber type differential eigcnmoclc equation. Depending 

on he number of the mode-rational urfaces , th S-ITG mod i clas ificd into three 

t p s: a . ingle mode-rational urfac mode , a double mode-rational surface mod and a 

nonresonant mode. 

In the ingle mod -rational urface ca e with kz = 0, two parate un table rrgions l 

whi h widely prcad in both ides of the mode-rational ·urfac appear be ·aus of a very 

weak magn tic shear around th qmin-surface. In both the high-7i ancllow-7i r gions iudc

p ndent asymmetric rrwdcs arc excited. Since th ion temperature and the orresponcling 

FLR efl"ect vary con iderabl in these regions , the high-Ti (1 w-7i) mode ha,· an unstable 

region in th low-ky (high-ky) id . 

W have shown both the analytic and numerical solutions for the double mode-rational 

surface and nonresonant S-ITG modes. In an analytical treatment u ing the W ber 

type differential eigenmodc equation , the donble mode-rational surface (nonresonant) . S

ITG 1node is charactPrized by an parabolic potential well (hill) perturb d by a fourth 

order potentia] hiil in which a bounded (oscillatory) solution is obtained around th qmin

surface. Since the asymptotic behavior of the S-ITG mode becomes the outgoing wave 

a stabilizing effect of shear convective damping works for the nonresonant S-ITG mode , 

and this mode giv a . lightl lower growth rat than that of the double mode-rational 

surfac l S-ITG 1nod . Th e solution are al o obtained from h gyrokin tic integral 

igcnvaluc cod . These analy. · have shown an exi. ten fa broad unstabl r gion in the 

interior region between the two mode-rational surfaces or ion resonan e points. Thus , the 

1 S-ITG mod shave an cxtrem ly broad radial cigemnod .tructure compared with that of 
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the normal-sh ared slab ITG moclc. Here, it should b noted that for the analysis of this 

kind of mode which have a long radial correlation length the vVKB approximation or the 

ballooning repre entation seems inappropriate because the scale length ordering , f'lx / Ln "-' 

~. '/ L 1 "-' 0 (E) , docs not hold for the steep density and temperature profiles. Another 

particular featur of theses modes arc that the unstable region spreads over th high-ky 

region \Vith kyPti "-' 10 . Unlike the conventional . lab ITG modes and the single mod -

rational , urfacc 1 TS-ITG modes , th e mode are excited in a weak magncti sh ar region 

around the Qmin-surface where k11 becomes independent of ky. Hence, th ky-dependencc 

of the growth rate is es cntially d tcrmined locally at the Qmin-surface. Also in the high-ky 

region , the non-adiabatic electron response is important to su tain the instability. The e 

numeri al results may explain the hort wavelength fluctuation with koPti "-' 5, based 

on the 1\S-ITG nwde, which wa ob erved in the TFTR enhanced rever eel sh ar (bRS) 

exp rim nt [80]. In order to identify thi short wav I ngth fluctuation a compari on with 

th ETG mode will be given in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 4 

Slab electron temperature gradient 

driven mode 

4 .1 Introduction 

As is discu eel in Chapter. 1, the ETG mode is considered as a candidate for the anomalous 

electron transport in the ITB of negative shear tokamaks. Although a correspondence 

b tween the ob rved temperature gradient parameter and it critical value for the ETG 

mode ha b en shown for th DIII-D negativ shear exp riment [30] using the kinetic 

ballooning code [17], the level of the electron anomalous transport induced by the ETG 

mode has not been c timated. For an estimation of a transport coefficient based on the 

mixing length theory, it is necessary to know a radial eigenmodc structure or a radial 

correlation 1 ngth which is not given by kineti ballooning calculations. Therefore an 

integral igenmode analysis is al o required for the ETG mode. In Chapter 3, V\ e have 

shown that the NS-ITG mode becomes trongly unstable in a region of the Qmin-surfac 

using a g rokinetic integral eigenvalue code. This result imply an in1portance of th ·lab 

drift mode in the negative shear configuration. Since eigcnmodc equations hav a similar 

form for both the ITG and ETG modes , the slab ETG mo lc is also upr os d to b ' ·om 

strongly unstable in the negative shear configuration. 

In this chapt r, we will discus properties of the slab ETG mod'S in th negative shear 

49 
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configuration. In th numerical results obtained from the gyrokinetic integral eigenYaluc 

code, the n gatiYc-sheared slab ETG (NS-ETG) modes [61] are classified into three types 

as in the S-ITG modes: a single mode-rational surface nwdc a double 1nocl -rational 

surfac mode, and a nonresonant mode. In Section 3.3 we have already discu eel th 

prop rtic of th S-ITG 1nodes based on analytic solutions obtained from th v\ ebcr 

type differential eigenmoclc equation. The double 1node-rational urfacc (nonrc ·onant ) S

ITG mode has a bounded ( o cillatory) solution. According to the conventional li scu.~sion 

for the ETG mode [10] the cigcmnode equation of the slab ETG mode is equivalent to 

that of the slab ITG mode if el ctron quantitie ar replaced with ion quantities and 

similar analyti olution arc expected for both case.. However, the num rical re ult 

. how that the ETG mo l has a relativ ly long scale length compared with Pte, and it. 

b havior is different from the corresponding ·olution of the ·lab ITG mode. An analyti al 

c. imation show. that thi ·d ifference comes from a con i tency ondition . When Abe << P~e 

the qu·:t ineutrality ·onclitiou is i1nposcd by the electron polarization eff ct and the ETG 

mode is clcscrib d by an almost identical cigenmod quation a that for th ITG mode, 

where Ao i. th lectron Dcbye length. But for typical fusion plasma param tcrs or the 

TFTR lik paramct rs hown in Table 3.1 another li1nit Abe>> Pie· becomes valid, and a 

consi ten 'J' condition is dominated by the Deb e shi lcling eff t. nder this condition, we 

haYe formulated a n w cigenmodc equation with retaining the Dcbve shi lding ff ct . The 

analytic solutions obtained from this new eig nmod quation 1ualitativcly ·h w a good 

agreem nt ·with th 1mm rical solutions and their scale length i · char a teriz d by A De. 

4.2 Analytic solutions 

Ill Section 3.3. we have derived all':tlytic .·olutions of the double mode-rational snrfacc 

and nonr . onant S-ITG mode .. Th sam solution arc also obtained for the slab ETG 

mod' I roYided tha th quasinentrality condition is impo. eel nuder Abe << PZe· Howe\ r. 

\\hen the De bye hieldiug i. · d01ninant or A JJ e >> P~ei a ncvv cigenrnodc equation which 

is ssentially different from the ig 'mnodc equation for the slab ITG mode, is obtained 

'' ith retaining th Deby shielding effect. Consequently. charact ri. ti ·s of solutions for the 
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slab ETG modes become different from the slab ITG modes. \Vc will discuss qualitative 

features of these solu ions particularly for the negative shear configuration. 

The linear tability problem of the slab ETG mode has be n discuss -d by several 

authors [10 27], using a similar cigcnmode equation to that of th , lab ITG mode. For 

the hort wavelength ETG modes, the kinetic ion response d crea c exponentially be ·ause 

k'iPZi >> 1, and the adiabatic r ponse can be a sumed for the ion perturbed density. gain 

if we assume the pha e velocity and th perpendicular wavelength as ruLe < IRc(w) I k11 l and 

k'iPZe «: 1, diff renee between the eigenmode equations for the slab ITG and ETG modes 

re ults in only modification for the parti le pecies. How ,veri it sho uld be noted hat 

a validity of the quasineutrality condition is not trivial for the short wavelength ETG 

mode and that the above discu sion is valid provided that the consistency condition is 

don1inated by the lectron polarization shielding effect rather than the Debye shielding 

effect or for Abe<< PZe· Forth paramct r u ed in the pr ent an· lys is (sec Table 3.1) 

thi. ·ondition i violated, and it is necessary to consider th oppo ite limit , Xte >> PZ . 
In order to analyze th lab ETG mode under this conditi n w have cl riv d a Wrhcr 

type differential eigenmod equation with retaining the Dcbye shielding effect (without 

using the quasineutrality condition) . ndcr the approximation of the long perpendicular 

wav l ngth, be << 1 w can r duce the integral eigenmode equation into the following 

cond order ordinary differential equation , 

d2¢ - -
di2 + Q(x)¢ = 0, (4.1) 

Q(.i) = _J,;2 + T ~ 1 + {1 - 11? + 77el(2?)}~eZ - (77 19)~;(1 + ~ Z) 
Y -A2 + {1- 1ID- 77e i(2D)}~eZe- (rJeiD)~;(l + ~ Ze) 

(4.2) 

wh r ~=)\De l Pte and the normalizations are taken to be the. amc as for Eq. (3.20) ex pt 

for the unit l ugth, i =.;;I Pte and ky = kyPte· By applying the fluid limit a1 proxima ion 

~ >> 1, the plasma dispersion function i written in a form of the as rmptoti cxpan ion. 

z rv _t- l - lt-3 - lt - 5 - . • . We th n have a r duced form of the eigemnod eCJUation 
e Se 2 Se 1 Se · 

as 

(4.3) 
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when=> the lowest order terms are r tained by a mning ~2 = Abel PZe >> 1. In Eq. ( 4.3), we 

see one alient feature iu the potential term, which comes from the third term in square 

petr nthe i . Since the sign of thi · potential tern1, which characterizes the potential hill (or 

well) structure, becomes ll gative for a typical case with n < 1 (and n > 0 for an electron 

mode) \ve expect that solutions of the slab ETG mode show a different feature from the 

slab ITG modes. 

For the normal hear case, Eq. ( 4.3) is again written in a standard form of the Weber 

equation, and the eigenfunction and the dispersion relation are respectively given by Eqs. 

(3.23) and (3 .24) except for the definitions of variables: 

(=ax 

Unlike the slab ITG mode , the normal-sheared slab ETG mode becomes a bounded solution, 

and a stabilizing effect of shear convective damping is not expected . 

For the neg<1tive shear configuration t he eigenfunction and the dispersion relation , 

which arc again d scribed by Eqs . (3.28)-(3.33), respectively are obtained with the follovv

ing definitions: 

(=ax, a=[- 2f, (A -1) 1;1,]1/4' 
Y ns 

a = ( k ) 3/2 [ 1 {22 ] I/2 
- 2kz 11s1 - 1 L~L~ 

t = a-2 r -k2 + - ~ + TD - ( ~ - 1) ~~~; l · l y -.vn + (1 + 77i) n D2 k~ 

For the eigeufrcqucncy with IRe( D) I >> IIm(D) I Eq. (3 .28) gives an oscillator solution in 

the double mode-rational surface case ·with kz > 0. For ETG modes with Re(D) > 0 the 

asymptotic solution is obtained as 

- [ ( 1 ) 
112 

li I ] lim cjJ = C exp - -=- - 1 _ n _ lil 3 . 
!:rl---7 n 3L~sn 

( 4.4) 

For th cigenfrequency \vith IRe(D) I >> IIn1(D) I, Eq. ( 4.4) giv s a damped olution. Thus, 

alt hough the eigenfunction , Eq . (3.28), ,'how an o. ·illatory f ature, a stabilizing effect of 

shear couYectiYe damping is expe ·ted to be weak. For the nonresonant ca e with kz < 0, Eq. 
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(3.28) becmnes basically a bounded solution. Since the bounded solution gives a relatively 

longer radial correlation length compared with the oscillatory solution the nonresonant NS

ETG mode is likely to give a significant contribution to the electron anomalou. tran port. 

4.3 Numerical solutions 

With the gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code, we analyze the slab ETG mode in the nega

t ive sh ar mod l configuration . As in th S-ITG modes shown in Section 3.4, th TS-ETG 

1node are also classified into three typ s: a single mode-rational surface mode, a double 

mode-rational surface mod , and a nonresonant mode. Howev r , as shown in Section 4.2, 

the properties of these modes are different from the corresponding ITG modes , because of 

the Dcbyc shielding effect. Also, from a quantitative comparison between calculations with 

ancl without the Debye shielding term , we will discuss effects of the Debye shielding term 

on the calc length and eigenfrequency of the ETG mode. 

The TFTR like parameters shown in Table 3.1 are used also in the study of the ETG 

mode . It is noted that these parameters correspond to the case where the quasineutrality 

condition is violated for the short wavelength ETG mode, since :\1 I PZe rv 10. The model 

magnetic configuration is also the san1e as in Section 3.4: L 5 = 2.78m for the normal 

shear ca and Lns = 0.883m for the negative shear case. As i mentioned in the previous 

section , the adiabatic electron response is often used for analyse of the ITG mode and, 

on the contrary, the adiabatic ion response is used for the ETG mode. Instea l of these 

as umptions , in the present analysis we have retained the full kinetic respon. es both for 

ions and for electrons, in order to make a rigorous comparison between the ITG and ETG 

modes under the same conditions . In the code 128 rv 256 modes are used for the kx 

spectrum in order to obtain a good convergence for the short wavelength ETG mode. 

Figur 4.1 shows the eigenfunctions of the slab ETG mod s , where the ame teinper

ature gradient parameter, Lti = Lte = 0.076m (''7i = 77e = 5) as in Fig. 3.1 is adopted. In 

Fig. 4.1 ( a1), the eigenfunction of the l = 0 branch of the nonnal-sheared slab ETG mode 

for kyPte ~ 0.235 is plotted. For this eigenfnnction the radial correlation length is evaluat

ed as !1x rv 0.2137Jti(rv 16.57Jte rv 5.16.\ve) where !1.1: is given by Eq. (3.36). It seems that 
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Figur 4.1: Typical eigenfunction of th slab ETG mode ar plotted for 7]i = 7Je = 5. ( a1) 

h w the l = 0 bran h of the normal- h ared slab ETG mod for kyPte ~ 0.235. (a2) sho·ws 

the same branch, which is obtained with the quasineutrality condition, for kylhe ~ 0.476 . 

(b) and (c) show the high-Te and low-Te branches of the single mode-rational surface N'S

ET -i nwcle · for kyPt e ~ 0.347. (d) show the l = 0 branch of the double mode-rational 

surfa · NS-ETG mod for kyPt.e ~ 0.284 and kzPt.i ~ 0.00849. (e) ·hows the l = 0 branch 

of the nonresonant S- TG mode for kyPt ~ 0.284 and kzPu ~ -0.00849 . In all case , 

the q uilibrimn c nfignra tion i · the ·cun as i. used in Fig. 3.1. 
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the characteristic scale length of the mod structure i determined basically by the Debye 

shielding ff ct, sine kx~De rv 2n ~De / 6.x rv 1.2. In order to confinn characteristics which 

arc predicted in the analytical solution , the igenfunction of the same branch which is cal

culated by imposing the quasineutrality condition is also shown for ~y/ite ,..__, 0.476 in Fig. 

4.1(a2) . In this case, the radial correlation length, 6.x rv 0.135f5ti : is much smaller than 

that in Fig. 4.1 ( a1). Since the eigenmode equation be com i1nilar to that of th . lab ITG 

nwd , an o cillatory solution is expected for this case. Hovvcver, uch an os illa ory featur 

of the eig nfunction is not o clear in Fig . 3.1(a) and 4.1(a2), because both eigenfunctions 

are limit d in a narrow r gion between th two kinetic re onance point , whcr th fluid 

limit approximation i violated . Figures 4.1 (b) and 4.1 (c) how th eigenfun ·tions of the 

single mode-rational surfac NS-ETG mod for kyPte ~ 0.347. In this cas , two unstable 

regions with Vte :S jRe(w) / k11i exist in both sides of the qmin-surface, and the ·in1ilar igen

functi n as e n for the single mode-rational surface S-ITG mode in Figs. 3.1(c) and 

3.1 (d) arc obtained. For both branches of the ingl mode-rational surface NS-ET mode 

in Fig . 4.1(b) and 4.1( ), th radial correlation lengths ar sti1nated as 6.x rv 0.167Pti· 

Figur 4.1 (d) shows the eigenfunction of the l = 0 branch of the double mode-rational 

urfacc S-ETG mode for kyPte ~ 0.284 (and kzPti ~ 0.00849). The radial correlation 

length becomes larger than above tvYo ca cs [sec Figs. 4.1(a)-4.1(c)], 6.x rv 1.20f5ti and 

th ig nfunction show an oscillatory f ature as is pr dieted by the analytical solution. 

Figure 4.1 ( ) shows th eig nfunction of the l = 0 branch of the nonresonant TS-ETG 

mode for kyPte ~ 0.284 (and kzPti ~ -0.00849). Since the nonr sonant NS-ETG mode has 

a bounded solution, its radial correl<: tion length, 6.x rv 1.64f5ti 1 larger than that of the 

doubl mode-rational surface S-ETG mod . 

In rder to see a differ nee which cmnes frmn the Debyc shielding effect we plot the 

di p rsion relations of the nonnal-sheared slab ETG mode obtained with the Poisson e

quation [see Fig. 4.1 ( a1)] and with the quasineutrality condition [ ce Fig. 4.1 ( a2)] in Fig. 

4.2. Because of a difference in the consistency condition an un table ky region 1 ecome 

different between these two cases and the case with the qua. ineutrality conditi n 1 ccome 

unstable for kyAoe > 1, while the case with the Poisson quation has an un. tabl region 

for kyAo < 1. Al o, the r al frequency and the growth rate f th ca, c with th qua ineu-
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Figure 4. 2: (a) Real frequency and (b) growth rat are plotted for the l = 0 branch 

of the normal-sheared slab ETG mode which are cal ·ulated by impo ing the Poisson 

equation (crosses) and the quasineutrality condition( open circles). The eigenfunctions of 

th c branches arc shown in Fig. 4.1(a1) and 4.1(a2), respectively. 

tra1ity condition are very large compared with the case with the Poisson equation , becau c 

in a high ky region, a orresponding w; also becom s large. Hence , it is considered Lhat 

analyse with th quasineutrality condition overestirnatc a real frequency and a growth 

rate of short ·wavelength micro-instabilitie . It is noted that Lee et al. analy7;ed the slab 

ETG mode using a Vla ov integral eigenvalue code with retaining the Dcbyc shielding ef

f ct [27]. However , incc they adopt d paran1eters with D2/w2 = 1 i.e ).. 2D jp2 = 1 their • e pe ' ' e Le ' 

numerical result· ·howed the unstable ky region of the slab ETG mode for kyPLc < 1, and 

th characteri tic calc length of rv Pte, wh rc Wp e is the clcctroa plasma frequency. 

Figure 4.3 shows the dispersion relation of the slab ETG mod s corrc ponding to the five 

branch s shown in Fig. 4.1. Compn.rrcl with the disp r ion relation of the . lab ITG mode ' 
scv ral qualitative differences are sceu in this dispersion re lation. Fir tly, for the high-Te 

and low-Te branches of the single mode-rational surface S-ETG 1nodes a :eparation of 

un. tabl regions in the ky space i. not en. It is considered that for a moclr \\hose scale 

length i. det rminccl mainly by the D byr shielding effect , the clcctrou FLR cifcct is weak 

k]_ pfP. r-v PZel A~e << 1. Sc ondly, the double mode-rat ional surface NS-ETG mode and the 

nonr . onant 1\lS- TG mode gi r thr almo. t cqnal real frequency and growth rat . Thi. is 
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Figur 4.3: (a) R al frequency and (b) growth rate are plotted for the l = 0 bran ·h of th 

norn1al-sheared slab ETC mode (crosses), the high-Te (open triangles) and low-Te (closed 

triangles) branches of the single mode-rational surface S-ETG mode, the l = 0 branch of 

the double mode-rational urface NS-ETG mode ·with kzPti ~ 0.00849 (open circle.) , and 

the l = 0 branch of th nonrc onant NS-ETG mode with kzPLi ~ -0.00849( ·lo eel circles). 

Unlike the dispersion of the single mode-rational surface S-ITG 1node, the nnstable ky

regions of the two single n1ode-rational surface NS-ITG modes is not separated. Here , 

the double mode-rational surface TS-ITG mode and the nonresonant NS-ITG mode give 

almost the same frequency and growth rate. Equilibrium pararneters are the same a· in 

Fig. 4.1. 
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Figure 4.4: kz-dependence of the growth rate is plotted for the l = 0 branch of t he double 

mode-rational surface S-ETG mode (open circles), and the l = 0 branch of the nonreso

nant S-ETG mode (closed circles). Equilibrium parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.1. 
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Figure 4.5: q" -dependence of the growth rate is plotted for the l = 0 branch of the double 

mode-rational snrface TS-ETG mode with kyPte :::: 0.284 and kzPti:::: 0.00849 (open circle) 

and the l = 0 branch of the nonresonant TS-ETG mode with kyPti :::: 0.284 and kzPti :::: 

-0.00849 (closed circle). Parameters used ar the sarrte as in Fig. 4.1. 
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understood from that the stabilizing effect due to shear convective damping does not work 

for the double mode-rational surface S-ETG mode. Also, the un table regions of these 

two types of ETG modes arc limited for ky[Yte < 1, while the double rnodc-rational surface 

NS-ITG mode and Lhe nonresonant l S-ITG rnode are unstable for ~vPti >> 1. Since the 

unstable ky regions are characterized by the Debye shielding effect, peaks of the growth 

rates of these modes arc at ky rv 0.3pZ/ rv .:\])~, where the electron FLR effect is not 

significant. 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the kz-dependence and q"-dependence of the growth rate for 

the double mode-rational surface and nonresonant NS-ETG modes. As is discussed above, 

both rnodes show a sirnilar behavior because of an absence of a stabilizing effect due to the 

shear convective damping . 

4.4 Comparison between ETG mode and ITG m ode 

In Fig. 4.6, the ky-dependences of the growth rate for both the slab ITG and ETG modes, 

which are taken from Figs. 3.2 (b) and 4. 2 (b), are compared. Here, the conventional normal 

shear case is plotted as a reference. For the negative shear case, the double mode-rational 

surface mode and the nonresonant mode, which seem to give a significant contribution 

to the anomalous thermal transport, are plotted . In Fig. 4.6 , it is seen that relevant 

regimes of ky and ln1(w) for each branch of the slab ETG modes are larger than those 

of the corresponding slab ITG modes by the ratio of Ptd.:\De rv 24. While the double 

mode-rational surface S-ITG rrwde and the nonresonant S-ITG mode are unstable up 

to ky{hi rv 10, the corresponding S-ETG modes become marginally stable at ky.:\De rv 3 (or 

kyPte rv 1). This difference comes from a treatment of a consistency condition. For the ITG 

mode with k})be << 1, the quasineutrality condition is imposed due to the ion polarization 

effect, which appears as the ion polarization density in the integral eigenrnode equation, Eq. 

(3.14). In the description including the full FLR effect, this term approaches to a constant, 

-eno¢/Ti, as ky increases. On the other hand, the Debye shielding cff ct, which appears 

in the L.H.S. of the Poisson equation, Eq. (3.8), continues to increase monotonically as ky 

increases, and, therefore, the slab ETG mode with k.1.:\De >> 1 becomes forbidden by the 
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Figure 4.6: The growth rates are plotted as a function of ky for both the slab ITG and ETG 

mode . For both rnodes, the growth rates of the double mode-rational surface negative

sheared slab rnode, the nonresonant negative-sheared slab mode, and the conventionai slab 

mode are plotted. All results are taken from Figs. 3.2(b) and 4.2(b) . 

Figure 4. 7 shows the 7Ji ( = 7Je)-dependence of the growth rates of the lab ITG 1node and 

the slab ETG mode. For each mode ky and kz are chosen . o that a critical temperature 

gradient parameter, 7Jic( = 7] c), becomes the approxilnately minimum value. In the normal 

shear case with Ln/ L 5 = 0.167 almost the same critical valu around 7Jic( = 7Jec ) rv 1.8 i 

given for both the slab ITG and ETG modes. On the other hand, in the negative shear 

case, the S-ITG modes give a lower critical value 7Jic rv 1.5 than that in the normal shear 

case, while the " S-ETG modes give an almost the sa1ne critical value 7Jec rv 1.8. 

Figure 4.8 shows the 7Ji-depenclence of the transport coefficient , Im(w )~x2 , bas !d on 

the conventional mixing length th ory. Parameters used in the calcul ations in Fig. 4.8 ar 

the same as those in Fig. 4. 7. Hence, the transport coeffici nts are estimated for the 1r10des 

c:lo e to the marginal values of 7Jic· Since the radial correlation l ngth occupies a significant 

contribution to Irn(w )~x2 , the slab ITG mode give higher tran ·port co fficients than t he 

corresponding slab ETG modes in both the normal and negative shear cases . Also , for 

both the slab ITG and ETG modes. order of magnitude higher transport coefficients are 

obtain din the negative shear case compared with the normal shear case. As is predicted by 

4.4. CONIPARISON BETWEEN ETG NIODE AND ITG NIODE 
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Figure 4. 7: The growth rates as a function of T/i ( = 77f'. ) for the l = 0 branch of the normal

sheared slab ITG mode for kyPti ~ 0.4 (open circle) , the l = 0 branch of the double mode

rational surface S-ITG mode for kyPti ~ 1.06 and kzPti ~ 4.24 x 10- 4 (open triangle) , the 

l = 0 branch of the nonresonant TS-ITG mode for kyPti ~ 1.06 and kzPti ~ 4.24 x 10- 4 

(open square) , the l = 0 branch of the slab ETG n1ode for kyPte ~ 0.246 (closed circle), 

the l = 0 branch of the double mode-rational surface l S-ETG mode for kyPte ~ 0.41 and 

kzPti ~ 4.24 x 10- 4 (closed triangle), and the l = 0 branch of the nonresonant S-ITG 

mode for kyPte ~ 0.41 and kzPti ~ 4.24 x 10-4 (closed square). The same equilibrium 

configuration as in Fig. 3.1 and 4.1 arc used. \iVavenmnbers are chosen so that 'Tli c ( = 77ec) 

becomes the approximately minimum value in the ky and kz space. 
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Figure 4.8: IJi ( = IJe)-dependence of the transport coefficient estimated with the m1xmg 

length theory, Im(w)~x2 , is plotted for both the ITG and ETG modes which are shown 

in Fig. 4.7. For the ITG modes, the double mode-rational surface S-ITG mode has a 

dominant contribution, while for the ETG modes, the nonresonant mode gives the largest 

contribution to the anomalous transport. 

the analytic solution, the double mode-rational surface S-ITG 1node and the nonresonant 

.\18-ETG mode, which have a bounded solution, give the largest transport coefficient in 

tlte negative shear case, respectively. It should be noted that the transport coefficient 

of the nonresonant NS-ETG mode exceed that of the normal-sheared slab ITG n1ode. 

Thi remarkable feature implies that the electron anomalous transport arising fron1 the 

slab ETG mode may be ome large nough to suppress the electron temperature gradient, 

especially in the negative hear configuration. 

4.5 Discussion 

In this chapter we have analyzed the slab ETG modes in the n gative shear configura

ion. In the numerical results obtained from the gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code: , the 

S-ETG mode al o has three type of branche : the ingle 1node-rational surface mode , 

the double mod -rational surface mode and the nonresonant mode. For the single rrwde

rational ·urface mode , sev ral independent branches ar d stabiliz din two unstable region-
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s, which appear in both sides of the qmi 11-surface. However , their unstable regions ar not 

separated in the ky space unlike the single mode-rational surface S-ETG modes: because 

the FLR effect is not significant in their unstable regions with ky~De 0-J 1 (kyPte 0-J 0.3). 

The double mode-rational surface mode with a broad eigenfunction .becomes unstable in 

an interior region between the two mode-rational surfaces. Also, the nonresonant S-ETG 

mode with a broad eigenfunction appears in an unstable region between the two electron 

resonance points. Since both the double mode-rational surface and nonresonant modes 

are destabilized in a weak magnetic shear region around the qmin-surface, their stability is 

basically determined by the local stability at the qmin-surface, as in the S-ITG modes. 

While the S-ITG modes have a high-ky unstable region for ky(lti :::; 10, their unstable 

regions are limited for ky Pte < 1. All these difference between the ITG and ETG modes 

can be explained by the Debye shielding effect. From the mixing length esti1nate of the 

transport coefficient, the double mode-rational surfac and nonresonant NS-ETG modes 

seem to play an important role in the electron anomalous transport in the negative shear 

configuration. 

VIc have also shown analytic solutions of the slab ETG mode with the eigenmode 

equation formulated for Abel PZe >> 1, or with retaining the Debyc shielding effect. Com

pared to the conventional eigemnode equation, which is obtained by changing the particle 

species from ions to electron , the new eigenmode equation for the slab ETG n1odes has 

qualitatively different properties: the potential term has the opposite sign, and the scale 

length is characterized by the Debye length. Because of these characteristic , the solution

s arc classified differ ntly. The normal-sheared slab ETG mode has a bounded solution 
' 

and, therefore, the stabilizing effect of shear convective da1nping is not expected. In the 

negative shear case, the double mode-rational surface JS-ETG mode has an oscillatory 

solution, and the nonresonant S-ETG mode has a bounded solution. However , unlike the 

ITG modes, the stabilizing effect does uot appear in the oscillatory solution of the double 

mode-rational surface IS-ETG Inode, since the asymptotic behavior is determined by a 

damped solution. All these properties predicted in the analytical calculations have been 

proved in the numerical results. 

In the TFTR enhanced reversed shear experiment, Wong et al. observed short wave-
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length ion mode fluctuations wiLh a t.~'pical wavenumber of kyPLi rv 5 and a frequency of 

uJ rv 0.0 w; [80]. Fron1 a comparison of the disper:ion relntiou with these results we sec 

that at kyPti rv 5 the unstable rcgiou · of the S-ITG mode aud the S-ETG mode over

lap ea h other. However their frequency regin1cs arc separated by the ratio of Ptd Aoe· 

At kyPti rv 5. their fr quencies arc estimated as w rv 0.03wi for the NS-ITC mode and 

w rv -0. 74w; for the S-ETG mode. Therefore, the obs rved hart waYelcngth fluctuation 

n1ay be explained by the NS-ITG mode. 

for the tran port ·oefficient based on the mixing length theory, a ignifican t en

han emcnt of the co fficient is ob ·erved in the negative shear configuration because of 

a large radial correlation length which is produced by a weak magnetic hear around the 

qmin-surface. Also, since the seal length of the slab ITG and ETC modes di parate by the 

ratio of Ptd A De , the lab ITC modes giv much larger transport coefficient ompared with 

the corre ponding ETC modes. Howev r, it is remarkable that the tran port ·oefficients of 

the l -ETC mode exceed that of the normal-sheared lab ITC mod . Thi large trans

port coefficient indicates th lectron anomalous tran port dne to the ETG mode , which 

is nough for explaining the experimental data. 

In the pre ent analy is , we have con idercd a plasma with Abel PZe >> 1. For the 

toroidal magnetic field of B0 rv -L6T in TFTR this condition does not br ak do" n until 

the electron den ity in Teases up to no rv 2 X 1020 m- 3 ' where Abel P~e rv 1. Therefore thi. 

·ondition seems to be valid for u ual experimental parameters. 

Chapter 5 

Nonlinear simulation of ETG 

turbulence 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4 we have hown that the mixing length estimate for the slab ETG mode in the 

negative h ar configuration give an order of magnitude larger transport coefficiellt than 

that for the conventional normal-sheared lab ETG mod . Al o in r cent Vlasov simulation 

of th ETG turbulenc [62] it has been reported that the ele tron thermal transport is 

greatly enhanced by radially elongated vortice (or streamers). These result may support 

the tran 1 ort data analy is for the DIII-D negative shear discharges [30], in whi ·h it has 

been r ported that the el ·tron temperature gradient is limited by the stability of the ETC 

mode. Therefore, the ETG turbulence is a r cent topic, and its nonlin ar properties are of 

inter . t for understanding th electron anomalous tran ·port in tokamaks. 

In this chapter, the ETC turbulence in a sheared slab configuration modeling th n ga

tivc hear tokamak is studied u. ing a gyrokinctic PIC simulation. Our previous gyrokinetic 

PIC code [59] is modified into a finite el In nt PIC method [33] which is table for the 

numerical instability reported in Ref. [81]. umcrical imulations with a two-and-a-half 

dim 11. ional slab model arc performed for the nonresonant N S- TC mode, b ·a usc thj 

mode giv a significant contribution to th -lc tron thermal transport with the mixing 

65 
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length estimate shown in Section 4.4. In a linear gro\vth phase of the imulation , the 

cigenmocle structure i characterized by radially elongated vortices, which i consistent 

with the linear eigenn1ode structure in Section 4.2. However, a quasi-steady phase after a 

nonlinear saturation of the unstable ETG mode is characterized by a wave en rgy cascad 

in a wavenumber spac and a resulting generation of Er x B zonal flows. A spontaneou. 

generation of the turbul nt driven Er x B zonal flows ha been seen also in recent global 

(gyrokinctic) particle sin1ulations of the electrostatic ITG turbulence [35, 82]. If we as

sume an adiabatic ion (electron) re ponse for the ETG (ITG) turbulence, th governing 

gyrokinetic equations becon1e similar for both the ETG and ITG turbulence . Thus, the 

gen ration of Er x B zonal flows may be a comrnon feature of the drift-wave turbulence. 

As is discussed in Chapter 1, generation and clamping 1nechanisms of turbulent driven 

E1• x B shear flows are critical issue for understanding the transport properti of negative 

h ar tokamaks, be ause it is believed that the improved energy confinement is produced 

by the flow shear suppression of micro-in tabilities. Although everal flow generation n1ech

anism such as the self-organization of a magnetized pla ma [52] or the turbulent driven 

Reynold . tress [54] have been proposed, a stability of spontancou ly generat d Er x B 

shear flows has not been discussed so far. In this chapter v; e will study the stability of the 

Er x B zonal flows observed in the , imulations of the ETG turbulence based on the linear 

theory of th K lvin-Helmholtz (K-H) rnode [56]. 

s is shown by the Rayleigh neces ary condition for instability, in a two-dimensional 

pla. ma or a magnetized plasma with a uniform background fi ld , the K-H mode is unstable 

for Er x B shear flows which have an inflection point of flow shear provided that the 

s~rstem size Lx is sufficiently large compared with a scale length of flow shear Lv, Lv/ LT < 

1. Thrrrforc for :-;ustaiuing quasi-steady Er x B zonal flows, son1c stabiliziug effect on 

th K-H mode is required. Satyanaray;:ma et al. have shown a stabillty condition due 

to th parallel electron dyllaJuics for thr electrostatic K-H 1node in a three-dimensional 

calli. ionless plasma [83] . This condition \Yas confirmed with a particle simulat ion [84]. vVe 

d riY a . in1ilar stability condition of the h.-H 1node for the gyrokinetic Vlasov-i\laxwell 

syst m describing the ETC turbulen ·c . In a sheared lab configuration, the parallel electron 

d. namic. or k 11 is produ ·eel by the magueti · , hear an l the linear stability of the K-H 
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mode is related to the q-profile. A linear stability analysis of the electrostatic K- H mode 

i perforn1ed for th negative shear configuration with a gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue 

code [60], which is extended to include the equilibrimn Er x B shear flow. 

A correspondence betwe n the stability ·ondition for the K-H 1node and the flow veloc

ity profile of spontaneously generated ET x B zonal flows is found in the simulation results. 

Also, it is shown that the K-H mode becomes unstable by changi11g the q-profile to reduce 

the magnetic shear. An on et of the K-H mode may carr spond to a collisionless dan1ping 

of quasi-steady Er x B zonal flows. A possibility of controlling Er x B zonal flows and a 

resulting plasma confinement property i discussed from a point of view of th K-H mode. 

5.2 Gyrokinetic finite element PIC code 

In this section, we will provide a method for solving a nonlinear gyrokinetic Vlasov-r 1axwrll 

system as an initial value problem using a gyrokin tic PIC si1nulation. 

In the pre ent study, we use a sheared slab geometry modeling the negative-sheared 

magnetic configuration with Gmin rv 2 for studying single hclicity electrostatic perturbations 

(or a two-and-a-half dimensional model). In this model configuration, the x-direction 

corre ponds to the radial direction the z-direction is chosen in the direction of the ambient 

1nagnetic field at the q = 2 surface, and the y-direction i cho en to be perpendicular to 

both the x- and z-directions . We assurne the periodic boundary condition in the y- (and z-) 

direction, and the fixed boundary condition in the x-direction. By expanding th q-profile 

around the qmin-surface at x = 0, we write the q-profile as q(T) = q0 + qbT + ~q~T2 + · · ·, 

where qo = 2 + 6q0 , and 6qo qb and q~ arc evaluated at .'E = 0. vVe give the corresponding 

model magnetic field configuration for the n gative shear configuration with qb = 0 as 

(5.1) 

where ~ = (6q0 1·0 )j(q6R), Lns = ..j(2q5R)/(q~ro), R i. the rrlaJOr radius of a toroidal 

plasma, and r 0 is the minor radius at the qmin-surface. In th model n1agnetic ·oufiguration, 

Eq. (5.1), the resonance condition forth 1njn = 2 mode is ·hanged from a nonresonant 

situation to a situation with single or double mod -rational urfa ·es by varying 6q0 fro1n 
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a po itivc to negat ive value. where m and n arc poloiclal and toroidal nwde number 

rc pectiYely. 

Basic equations used in our sinmlation is the gyrokinctic Vlasov-Maxwcll y tc1n, Eqs . 

(2.56) , (2.60) and (2 .61) , 

a Ps [ c v z l - q a P - + - - \7:R(¢)0xb + -B (B)0 · \7IlFs - - - (B)0 · 'V:R(¢)0 ~ - = 0 
fJt Eo o msBo uVz 

ns(x , t) = j Fs(R, Vz, JVI, t)5( [R + Ps]- x)Dsd6Z 

- n~qs L [1 - Io(kj_pz8 )exp( - kj_pzs)] ¢kexp(ik·x) , 
s k 

- \72¢ = 41f L q, n8 (x) , 
s 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

whcr s cl note th particle specie . As is eli cussed in Chapter 2, using the gyrokinetic 

formalism , we can effi icntly describe low frequency micro-instabilities in tokamak plas

ma . In solving th gyrokinctic Vlasov- Iaxwell system Eq . (5.2)-(5 .4) we adopt the 

conventional nonlinear characteristic 8f method [85] . vVc write the eli tribution function 

a 

(5.5) 

where F50 and 5F5 arc the equilibriun1 and perturbed part of the eli tributiou function 

rcspcctiYely. It is a ·sumcd that Fso is a local l faxwcllian (2 .59) . 1\fark r particle are 

assigned only for 5F:~ and the evolution of 8F is solved along the nonlinear characteri tics 

ofth·gyrokin ti qua ion (5 .2): 

dR 
dt 

dvz 
dt 

(5 .6) 

(5 .7) 

where the gyro-axcrag for the cqnilibrimn magnetic fi ld is ignored bccau c of the seal 

length rdcring. pj Ln rv O(E) , and he g:) ro-avcragc for the electro tatic potential i. 

approximated by a four-point aYeraging method [49], whi ·h is sufficient for perturbations 

with ki pz << 1. The time integration of the nonlinear haractcri. tics is x ut cl by using 

a prrclictor-corrector method. " cliscrrtr distribution function of mark r I articles is given 
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as 

Gs(R, Vz JVI t) = L 8(R - R j )8(vz - Vz j)8(if - ifj)· 
j 

0 fining th particle weight of j- th particle , ~Vsj , as 

we write 8F5 as 

8Fs(R, Vz, M t) = L Wsjb(R - Rj)8(vz- Vzj)8(AJ - ifj)· 
j 
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(5.8) 

(5.9) 

("' .10) 

Sub tituting Eqs. (5.5) (5.8) , (5.9) and (5.10) into the gyrokinctic equation (5.2) the 

nonlinear volution equation of the particle weight , Wsj, is obtained as 

d~V i = _ ( F_os 1- _ _ Wsj) [dR. \l:RFos + dvz _1_ 8~so] . 
dt G s Z = Z j (t=O) dt Fos clt F.so 8vz Z=z

1 
(t) 

(5.11) 

The first factor in Eq. (5 .11) reduces to (1 - vTlsJ) provided that the inibal marker particle 

distribution function is ho en to be the same as the unperturbed distribution function 

F0 . In our code , uniform particle loading is adopted in order to keep the same numerical 

re. olution in the whole configuration space. 

The consistency condition is imposed by the Poisson equation (5.4). Since we consider 

relatively short wavelength perturbations with k j_ ADe :::; 1 an ion response is assumed to 

be adiabatic under the ordering of kiPZi >> 1. It is noted that in Chapter 4j \VC hav · shown 

that th ETG modes are unstable for kj_ ADe :::; 1 (ki PZe << 1 for typical fu ion pla rna 

param ters atisfying Pl /Abe << 1). By applying the long wavelength approximation , 

kl Ple << 1 to the electron polarization density (the second term in Eq.(5.3)) w write the 

electron density as 

From q . . (5.4) and (5 .12) , w obtain the gyrokinetic Poisson quation for electron mode · 
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\\-bile the electron adiabatic r sponsc for modes with w/k 11 << Vte· e.g. , the ITG mode i · 

produced by a fa t passing motion of thcrn1al electrons (see Se ·tion 2.4) the ion adiabatic 

response for modes with k'i PZi >> 1 corncs fr01n the ion polarization density. Therefore, 

adiabatic ions al. o respond to ky = kz = 0 component of the electrostatic potential. The 

gyrokiuetic Poi on equation , Eq. (r- .13) i · olv d u ing a finite clement PIC method [33]. 

By introducing the finite element we write the elcctrostati pot ntial cjJ and the perturbed 

elect ron guiding-center density 6ge a 

cjJ (x, y) 

6ge(T , y) 

Ak(x , y) 

k 

k 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

( 5.16) 

where k = ix+ Ty(iy-1) ix = 1 rv X iy = 1 rv y and lVx, 1 yare the systein size in the 

x- and y-clirections re pcctively. For a two-dimensional basis (5.16) , we use a quadratic 

splin function S ix (x) and S iy (y). • matrix form of the gyro kinetic Poisson equation is 

written as 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5 .19) 

where the four-point averaging n1 thocl is used also for the gyro-aYerage in Eq.(5 .19) so as 

no to generate a self-force. It is noted that in this algorithm p int particles ar us d. In a 

finite clement PIC Jnctlwd , su b-gricl-:calc noise arc suppressed by spline functions for the 

two-cli1ncnsional basis l\.k· while in the standard PIC simulation such a noi e is excluded 

by a form factor of finite-size-particles. In the code the time in lepcnclent lin ar operator 

C .18) i decomposed by using a Cholcski decomposition in th initial time step . In ea ·h 

time step , cPk is obtained efficiently l)y calculating a back-substitution. 

As is shown in hapt r 2, the g) rokinctic Vla ov-l\Iaxwell system is formulated so as 

not to lose the inherent na ure of the Ha1niltonian system, and has the energy conservation 
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property Eq. (2.104). Also for the reduced gyrokinctic Vlasov-lda.'Cwell syst em, Eqs. 

(5.2)-(5.4) , an energy conservation law is written as : 

:t j ~m,v;t,iJ,d6Z + :t 8~ j [1v tW + :t, IV j_ ~W + A~; I'W] d3
x = o (5.20) 

In order to estimate the accuracy of the sirnulation this energy conservation law is checked 

by varying a number of marker particles. 

5.3 Simulation results 

In this section, we will show gyrokinetic PIC simulations of the ETG turbulcn ·c. In Chapter 

4, we hav already studi d lin ar properties of the slab ETG mod . Frmn an estimation 

of the transport coefficient based on the mixing length theory, we have shown that the 

negative- hcared slab ETG (NS-ETG) mode give an order of magnitude larger t ransport 

coefficient compared with hat for the conventional normal-sheared slab ETG mode. l o 

it has been hown that among several branche of the S-ETG mode , the nourC'sonant 

mod , which has a bounded solution due to th magnetic shear, plays the most significant 

role in the electron anomalou transport . Therefore, in the pre cnt tudy, we limit ourselves 

to nonlinear simulations of the nonresonant mode in the negative hear c nfiguration. 

The TFTR like paramet rs shown in Table 3.1 are used also in this chapt r. The model 

magnetic configuration i given with Lns = 0.624 rv 1.25m and 6. = 4 x 10- 5 ( 6q0 = 0.0022). 

The syst 111 sizes in the X- and y-directions are Nx = 128 rv 256 and Ny = lG rv 64, 

respectively with the unit l ngth or the grid size of 6.x = 1.43).De = 4.57Pte· It is noted 

that for the present plasma parameter, the scale l ngth of the ETG 1nod is characterized 

by the cl ctron Dcbye length , since XbeiPZe r-v 10. And , this grid , ize !::, :r; is uffi ·ieut for 

re olving the ETG n1od s with kj_).De rv 1. Th density and temperature profile · with 

constant gradient parameters Lne and Lt , arc chosen as in S · ction 4.4 

noe(x) 

To (.x) = 

noe(Lx/Lne) exp[-(x - LT/2)/Ln] 
1 - cxp( - Lx/ Lne ) 

Toe (L~r /Lt,e ) exp[- (x- L1)2)/Lte] 
1- exp( - Lx/Lte) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

where L 1; = x.6.x. In the simulations a typical time tep is chosen as .6.t rv 0.349D ~ 1
. 
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5.3.1 Linear theory and convergence 
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Figure 5.1: ky-depenclence of the growth rate pectrum of the l = 0 branch of the nonre -

onant rS-ETG mode i · plotted for th single-helicity configuration (k
11 

= k · B / B) with 

'T/e = 1li = 5 and Lne/ Lns = 0.430. 

In Fig. 5.1 , the ky-dependen e of the linear growth rate , which is obtained with a 

gyrokincti int gral eigenvalue code , is plotted for the l = 0 branch of the nonresonant 

:\S-ETG mode with 'fle = 'fli = 5 and Lne/ L ns f"'.) 0.430. Sin e the hortcst wavelength 

in ·lt1clecl in the imulation . ystem is ky(he f"'.) 0.687 the grid size is ufficient for resolving 

stabl mode (or energy sink) in the ky pectrum of the ETG turbulence. It is noted that 

t he kx spectrum of the corre ponding linear eig nfunction ha · an amplitude for k x PLe < 0.2 . 

Th . ystem size in the x-direction i chosen o that the boundary condition docs not affect 

th simulation r ult. Figure 5.2 hows th 'fle-d p ndencc of the growth rate obtained frmn 

both the gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code and the gyrokinetic PIC code. Parameters 

u eel in this com pari, on are Lne/ Lns f"'.) 0.430 , x x y = 128 x 16, and a marker particle 

number of 12 particles par a cell. The growth rates of th fastest growing mode agree well 

in both results. 

Figure 5.3 ho·ws a convergence check with respect to a volume averaged electron th r

mal tran. port coeffici nt - e by changing a number of marker particle in a single cell for 

t h . imulation with rJe = 7Ji = 5. Lne/ Lns f"J 0.430 a11d :r x y = 256 x 16. Here the flux 

·urface averaged electron therm<11 tran. port coeffi ient Xe· the volume avcrag cl electron 
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Figure 5.2: 'fle-dependence of the linear growth rate of th nonre onant NS-ETG 1nodes 

with kyPte = 0.258 is compared between the gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code an l the 

gyrokinetic PIC code. 
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Figure 5.3: The volume averaged electron thermal transport coefficient Xe i · plotted for the 

imulations of the nonresonant NS-ETG mode with a different nmnber of marker particles. 

Xe is converged with a particle number of ~ 512 parti les par a cell. 
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tbrrmal tran port coeffi ·ient \ e, and th( electron heat flux Q ar defin d a 

Ae(x ) 

Q (.c y) 

- / Q /P~e dy 

-J l Qe /P~e dxdy 
~ [OPekJ\k(x y) ] [- c/ Bo¢h VAk(x, y) xb ·ex] 

k 

(5 .23) 

(5. 24) 

(5 .25) 

2::(rn v;
1
/2 + l\IJD )~V j~ j / At(x , y)6([Rj + Pej] - x)dxDedB , (5.26) 

. 2n 
J 

wh re p0 = ~noeToe · ~ . th marker patti les incr ase /- in the saturated state approaches 

to t rv 0.15 VtePZe / L vYhere L - l = L;;1 + L[ 1 and VtePZel L corresponds to 0. 2m 2 /s for the 

pr en imulation param t rs. It is not d that the absolute value of - e is different from 

, , b au e the linearly table region with e rv 0 is involved in the simulation system with 

. ingl -helicity perturbations. In thi te t a particle number of more than 512 particles par 

a · 11 i r quired for obtaining a conv rg n of Xe· Sin e the ma,-ximun1 ·unplitude of the 

l tro.'tatic pot ntial in the saturated tat is ver mall ¢/Te < 0.01 a simulation of 

thr ETG urbulencc i ·en itive to the noi c due to discr t particles. Thus, an order of 

nn.gnitucl larger number of marker particl s are req 1ir d for a good convergence than that 

in a gyrokin tic PIC imulation of the ITG turbulence [34 35] in which a marker particle 

number of less than 10 particles par a c ll i usually used. In the ·in1ulation re ults shown 

in th follovdng , w hav adopt d a rnarker particle numb r of 512 particles par a cell. 

5.3.2 Nonlinear evolution of ETG turbulence 

In Fig .. 5.4(a)-5.4(d) contour pl t. of the electrostatic potential are shown for the 

.-inmlation of th nonresonant NS-ETG n1odc with T/e = TJi = 5 Lne / Lns rv 0.430, and 

:r x y = 256 x 64. Figures 5.5(a) and 5. (b) how time evolu tion of the ky spectrurn of 

the lc tro ta ic fi ld n rg ob en cl in a region around th qmin- urface (x/ Pte = - 146.2"' 

14:6.2) and in a Er x B zonal flow region (.'1 /Pte = -361.1 rv - 287.9) resp - tively. 

In th linear pha. e for tfl1 = 0 rv 1100 [see Fig. 5.4(a)] the radially elongat cl vort x 

. tru tur app 'ar ·. Th ky spectrum in Fig. 5.5(a) peaks at kyPte = 0.25 where the 

maximum lin ar gr ,, th ra e i giY u in ig. 5.2. is di ussed in hapt r 4 the broad 
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Figure 5.4: Contour plots of¢ at tfl ci = 802, 1185, 1917,3067 are shown forth simulation of 

the nonresonant NS-ETG mode with TJe = TJi = 5, Lne/ Lns "' 0.430, and Nx X Ny = 256 X 64. 

The Qmin-surface is X/ Pte = 0. 
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Figure 5.5: T ime histories of ky spectrum of [I: kx 1Ek i2Jll2 observed in t he simulation of 

the nonresonant NS-ET G mode shown in Fig. 5.4. The observation regions are set for (a) 

x/ Pte= - 146.2 rv 146.2 and (b) x/ Pte = -361.1 rv -287.9. 
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radial igenmode structur is a charact risti feature of the NS-ETG modes which becmnes 

unstable in a w ak magnetic sh ar region around the qmi 11 -surface. 

A aturation of the nonr sonant S-ETG mode o curs around tflt rv 1100. In th 

initial aturation pha [s e Fig. 5.4(b)] the radially elongated vortic s arc broken into 

mall scale and almost isotropic eddies . A d struction of the radially elongat I vorti s is 

auscd b E x B shear flows with ky rv 0 which is generated by a local charg cparation 

arising from the electron particle tran port. This process is recognized as a normal cas ·adc 

in the kx space. Also, in Fig. 5.5(a), we see an inverse cascade process in the ky space. This 

property of th wave eu rgy cascade in a relatively long wavelength regirne with k1..Pt < 1 

i. consi tent with a picture of a self-organization process in the electrostatic drift-wave 

tnrbul nee which was discus ed based on the Hasegawa-Mirna equation [86]. It is uoted 

that through the whole time evolution a variation of the electron temperature is estimated 

as oTe/Toe :S 0.005 . Also a modification of the velo ·ity distribution function clue to a 

particle trapping is weak b cause of a small saturation arnplitude with e¢/Te. :S 0.003 in 

the initial saturation phase. Therefore in the present simulation the dominaut nonlinear 

saturation mechanism is not the quasi-linear relaxation of the background temperature 

1 rofilc or a flattening of the vclocit distribution function due to a particle trapping. n 

important saturation mechanism is considered to be an inverse (normal) energy cascade 

1 roce s in the ky (kx) space which generates E x B shear flows with ky rv 0. 

fter th initial nonlin ar aturation of the unstable ETG modes [see Fig. - .4(c)], for 

trli = 1200 rv 2300 a low-ky secondary in tability occur in a linearly tabl region in 

both ides of the nonlin arly saturated region around the Qmin-surface. Th w v number 

of th s condary in tability i estimated a kyPte = 0.0859 in Fig. .5(b). Thi un tabl 

ky region can not be explained by the lin ar growth rate of the ETG mode whi h p ak 

around ky~Oe rv 1 (kyPte rv 0.3). We will di cuss about a IYl chanism f thi instability 

later. The ky spectrum shown in Fig. 5.5(b) also show the inver e energy a ad during 

the ev lution of the secondar instability. This inver. e energy ca ·ade proce l ads to a 

gcn ration of strong Er x B zonal flow . 

Finally in the quasi-stationary phase aft r tfli rv 2400 [s Fig. 5.4(d)] th wave 

n rgy ondense into th ky = 0 mode which rn ems c- formation of Er x B zonal flow .. 
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hen the expan ion of the sccouclary in, tability region i upJ r ssecl. 

5.3.3 Effects of E x B zonal flow on x 

Figure 5.6 shows a time history of Xe obtained from imulations vvith and without the 

ky = 0 nwde or the E1• x B zonal flow . Th generation of th Er x B zonal flow gr atl 

d rease - e in the quasi-stationary pha wher the ET x B zonal flow arc fairly trong. It 

i. noted that in the initial saturation phase, both result how a ·imilar behavior, becau e 

in hi. phase an important process i not a g neration of ET x B zonal flows with ky = 0 

but an inverse energy cascade into ky rv 0 modes [see Fig. 5.5(a)]. 

with flow -- ~ 
without flow ··········· ~~!: #. i 

/•.,fl '1' \~ 
.'i\ ,,_;"\_.._,.)./\:\.tt,)\!tl 
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:::::J 0.6 ~ 
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i ..__ 0.4 
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0 [____-L..J_ __ ____.__ __ .....L..... __ _.__ _ _J 
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rQ, 

Figure 5.6 : Xe is plotted for the si1nul tion of t he nonr onant S-ETG mod with and 

withont ky = 0 component of th electro tatic potential (ET x B zonal flow). Simulation 

parameters are the same as in Fig. 5.4. 

Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) show t in1 hi tories of the radial distribution f th (ky = 0) 

Er x B flow VEr xB(x) and th electron th rmal tran port coeffici nt Xe(x), r pectively. t 

the end of the linear growth phase at tDi rv 1100 a large Xe region produced by t he radially 

l nga eel linear \ ort x structure is observed around th qmin-surfacc at x = 0. fter he 

aturation of the nonr on ant S-ETG mode. this large x region eli appear , b cause he 

r diall. clongat d lin ar vortex , tru turc is dccorrclated due to the Ex B . h ar flows wi h 

ky rv 0. Th n larg e r ion. ari ing from the sc ·onclary instabili ty propagate in t he 

radial dir ·tion for tDi = 1100 rv 2300. A g neratio11 of th Er x B zonal flow is observed 
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Figure 5.7: Time histories of the radial distributions of (a) the ET x B flow velocity VErxB 

and (b) the electron thermal transport coefficient Xe are plotted for the simulation of the 

nonresonant NS-ETG mode shown in Fig. 5.4. A generation of the quasi-steady Er x B 

zonal flow and a remarkable reduction of Xe in the Er x B zonal flow region ar observed. 
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during the nonlinear saturation of the secondary in tability. The Er x B zonal flow velocity 

ha a large amplitude ver x B :S 0.015iiti in finit magnetic hear regions in both sides of the 

qmin- urface compared with that observed in a region of the qmin-surface VEr x B :S 0.002iiti· 

After tDi "' 2400 , the quasi-steady Er x B zonal flow pattern is sustained. It is noted 

that in the pre ent simulation model, a flow damping effect due to a di sipation uch as 

a Coulomb colli ion i not involved, because the growth time of the ETG mode is shorter 

than that of th ITG mode. In the ky spectrum of the electrostatic potential fluctuation in 

the large Er x B zonal flow region shown in Fig. 5.5(b), finite ky modes, which contributes 

to the anomalous particle and heat fluxes , have relatively small amplitudes because of an 

inver energy cascade into ky = 0 mode. An absence of finite ky modes corresponds to 

a r markable reduction of Xe in the large Er x E zonal flow region. This reduction of Xe 

explains the difference of Xe in the quasi-stationary phase between results obtained with 

and without the ky = 0 1node or Er x E zonal flows [see Fig. 5.6]. 

The obtained radial profile of the quasi-steady Er x E zonal flow is non-uniforrn and 

ha a fairly large flow velocity in the small Xe region in both sides of the qmin-surface. 

In a region of the qmin- urface where the nonresonant NS-ETG mode is unstable, such a 

qua i- teady Er x B zonal flow is not seen. Although an inverse energy cascade in the ky 

pace is observ d both in the region of the qmin-surface [ ee Fig.5.5(a)] and in the large 

Er x B zonal flow region [see Fig.5.5(b)], the wave spectrum condensation into the ky = 0 

mode occurs only in th latter region. In oth r words , it eems that the ky = 0 1node or 

Er x B zonal flow· can not be sustained in the former region . Since the main difference 

between these two r gions is the magnetic hear we suppose that the magnetic shear plays 

a significant role for sustaining the Er x E zonal flows . In order to confirm this conjecture, 

in the next s ction we will discuss about a tability of the Er x E zonal flow frorn a point 

of view of the K-H in tability. 

5.4 Stability of E x B zonal flow 

In thi, ' ection we eli u a stabilit of the Er x E zonal flow. Using a gyrokineti integral 

eigenvalue code , wr anal ze a linear .-tabilit of the K-H mod for a modelEr x B shear flow 
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which is chos n based on Er x E zonal flows observed in the gyrokinetic PIC , in1ulation. 

umerical results indicate a correlation between the observed Er x B zonal flow profile and 

the K-H instability. Also, an evidence of th K-H instability is seen in the gyrokinetic PIC 

simulation, in which the equilibrium q-profile is changed during the qva ·i-stationary phase 

after the nonlinear saturation. 

5.4.1 Linear the ory of K-H mode 

In ord r to analyze a slab plasma with the equilibrium Er x B flow , we extend the gy

rokinetic Vlasov-Maxwcll ystem, Eqs. (5.2)-(5.4) , to include an equilibrium part of the 

electro tatic potential W. Since an obtained amplitude of the electro. tatic potential which 

produce the quasi-steady Er x E zonal flow i very small eW /Te < 0.01, wr treat an e

quilibrium electrostatic potential (_[) as a quantity of the sam order as the electron I a tic 

fluctuating potential ¢. Also, since the corr ponding Er x E flow velocity is small com

pared with the thermal velocity, VEr x B rv 0.015iiti a COlT 'CtiOn to th cl finition of the 

magnetic mmnent i not n eded in the present analysis. We then write a lin ar gyrokinetic 

Vlasov- faxwcll sy tern for gyrokinetic lectrons and adiabatic ions as 

aAe ~ - c -
- -+ - B. V'R- Fl - - V'R- wxb. V'R- Fl 8t Eo e Eo e 

c - aPoe 
- -B V':R(¢) 0xb · V':RFoe + - B B · V':R(¢)0-

8
_ = 0, 

0 ffie 0 V z 

n,e(x , t) = j f\e(R, Vz JVI, t)o([R + Pe] - x)Ded6 Z - \7 j_ · enoe PZe \7 j_ ¢ , 
Te 

2 1 
-\7 ¢ + , 2 ¢ = -4nen1e, 

/\Di 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

whcr the gyro-average for (_[) and the electron polarization density arising from (_[) arr 

ignor d b cause Pt / Lv << 1, and Lu i. a calc length of the Er x B flow v lo ·ity hear. 

Equations (5.27)-(5 .29) are derived u ing the same approximation as in the simulation 

system in order to analyze an equilibrium configuration l'vhich i. r alizecl iu a quasi-. t ady 

state of the gyrokinctic PI simulation. By liminating F1e and n1e in Eqs. C .27)-( 5.29) 

he gyrokincti integral eigenmode equation is d rived as 

L [,km,kl(w)¢k, = 0 
k, 
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\Yherc the definitions of quantitie are the same as in Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) except for 

the effect of the equilibriun1 Er x B flow , VE,.xB = -ciB 0\7<Pxb·ey vvhich appears as a 

Doppler shift for an eigenfrequency ~e = [w- kyvE1.xBJI(/21klllvte)· 

Before showing the nu1nerical solution of the gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code, we 

hortly discuss the properties of the K-H mode analytically in the li1nit: kj_Pte ·---t 0, 

Lne = Lni ---t oo, Lte = Lti ---t oo, Lns ---t oo, and n1i ---t 0. In this limit, the gyrokinetic 

integral cigenmode equation reduces to a simple differential eig nmode equation, 

(5.32) 

where the plasma dispersion function is approximated as Ze ~""-' -~; 1 - ~~;3 - · · · nnder the 

fluid limit ~e >> 1. Thi eigenn1ode equation is mathen1atically identical Lo the well-known 

Ra leigh equation describing the K-H 1node in a weakly inhomogeneous neutral fluid in 

a gravitational field [56]. In Eq. (5.32), the parallel electron dynamics (the third term 

in square parenthesis), which come from an effect of the n1agnetic shear play a role of 

buoyancy in a neutral fluid under a gravitational field [83]. In Eq. (5.32) a non-dirnensional 

parameter corresponding to the Richardson number in a neutral fluid is gi' en by 

(5.33) 

where v0 is a ·haracteristic flow velocity. The marginal stability condition of the K-H mod e 

1va analytically obtain d for the flow h ar profile of v E,. x 8 = v0 tanh(:r; I Lv) as [87] 

(5.34) 

From this relation, the unstable ky and k11 regions arc resp ctiv ly written as 

(5.35) 
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and 

0 < ki lL < volflte k2 L2 /1 - k2 L2 
v LviADe y vy y v· (5.36) 

From the condition (5.36), the K-H mode is completely stabilized for 

k L > _1_ Volflte 
II v 2/2 Lvl ),De (5.37) 

In the limit of k11 ---t 0, we have recovered the growth rate spectrmn of th lectrostat ic 

K-H mode for VErxB = Vo tanh(xl Lv) [88] . This branch is numerically traced by ·hanging 

various equilibrimn parameter , and the electrostatic K-H mode is identified in the negative 

shear configuration. 

The equilibrium electron distribution function Feo is chosen as a local Maxwellian 

(2.59). It is noted that in a slab geometry, a local Maxwellian is also an equilibriu111 

olution of the gyrokinetic Vlasov-l\!Iaxwell system including an equilibrium potential <P(x), 

because the unperturbed characteristics satisfy Rx = 0. The equilibrium d nsity profi] 

noe(::r) which is consistent with <P(x) is determined using the Poisson equation 

2 1 
- \7 <P + \2<P = 4we( noi - noe), 

/ \Di 
(5.38) 

wh re noi is chosen as the same profile a Eq. (5.21), and we assume a deviation from the 

original equilibrium profile (5.21) for the electron density noe as in the imulation. Although 

the observed Er x B zonal flow has a global oscillatory profile with multipl periods, we 

as. mne a model Er x B flow profile with a single period and analyze a relatively localized 

mode in order to understand characteristics of the K-H mode. We write a model ET x B 

flow profile as 

(5.39) 

where Vo is a peak velocity and .Tc is a position of a neutral point of the Er x B flow . In 

Fig. 5.8(a) a modelEr x B flow (5.39) with Lv "'-' 14.4.0te is plotted for a case with Xc = 0, 

where a . ·cale length of flow shear Lv = 1r I (2kx) is clwsen based on t he kx pectrurn of 

the observed E 7• x B zonal flow '~rhich peaks at kxPte ~""-' 0.109. The corresponding electron 

density profil calculated from Eq. (5.38) is plotted in Fig. 5.8(b). The other panuncter 

are chosen as the arne as the simulation parameters given in Section 5.3. 
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Figure -.8: (a) model equilibrium Er- x B flows and (b) the corresponding electron density 

profile u · d in a calculation of the electrostatic K-H mode are shown for Lv rv 14.475te, and 

.r:c = 0. 
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Figure 5. 9: (a) ky-dcpend nee and (b) k11 -d pend nee of the grmvth rate spectrum of the 

electrostatic K-H mode arc plotted for k11 = 0 and kyPt.e = 0.0580, rc pcctivcly. The 

equilil rium paramet rs ar - chosen as Lnel Lns = 0 Lv rv 14.4f5t i Vo rv 0.02iiti and X c = 0. 

Oth r param t rs arc the sa1ne a th ·imulation parameter. 
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First, we show the growth rates obtained for a shearless slab configuration and eli cuss 

about basic properties of the K-H mode. Equilibrium parameters arc the same as the 

i1nulation parameters, and the model ET x B flow profil with Lv rv 14.4Pte and Xc = 0 

is used [see Fig. 5.8(a)]. Figure 5.9(a) show the ky-dependcncc of the growth rate of 

the K-H mode. In the growth rate spectrum, the marginally stable ky is estimated as 

kyLv rv 1.15, and the peak of the growth rate is Im(w)Lv/v0 rv 0.0636. Figure 5.9(b) show 

the k11-dependence of the growth rate of the K-H mod with kyPte rv 0.0580 (kyLv rv 0.833). 

The K-H mode is stable for k11Lv < 5.42 x 10-5 . These stability conditions are comparable 

with the marginally stable conditions, kyLv = 1 and k11 Lv rv 7.23 x 10- 5 , which arc given 

by Eq . (5.35) and (5.36). 
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Figure 5.10: ky-dependence of the growth rate pectrum of the electrostatic K-H mode is 

plotted for the single-heli ity configuration ( kll = k · B /B) with Lne/ Lns = 0.430. Other 

quilibrium parameters are the same as in Figs. 5.9( a) and 5.9(b). 

In Fig. 5.10, the ky-depcndencc of the growth rate of the electrostatic K-H mode i 

plotted for the model Er x B flow profile with Lv rv 14.4,0te and 1;c = 0 in the negative shear 

configuration with Lne/ Lns = 0.430. Here , k11 and ky are related as k11 = k · B/ B = kyBy/ B 

for the ingle helicity perturbations where By = B0 { 6 + (:r/ Lns)2}. In the growth ra e 

spectrum, the marginally stable ky is e. timated as kyLv rv 2.05, and the peak of the growth 

rat i hn(w)Lv/vo rv 0.052. Th enhancement of unstable ky region in Fig. 5.10 may be 

explained by a driving effect due to density and temperature gradient which affect the 
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stability through the parallel electron dynamics or the Landau resonanc 

In order to clearly ee the K-H mode we have chos n a ysten1 ize a x x 7\fy = 256 x 16 

m inmlations hov\ n in the following. In this systern size only the low . t wavenurnber 1nod 

with kyPte rv 0.0859 is involved in an unstable ky region of the K-H n1od . 

5.4.2 Magnetic shear stabilization of K-H mode 

Since th linear tability of the K-H mod is ensitive to a variation of k11 it is considered 

that the Er x B zonal flow profile is r lated to th q-profile. In Figs. 5.11(a)-5.11(d) w 

show time histori s f the Er x B zonal flow in sirnulation of the nonre onant S-ETG 

mode with r; = rJi = 5 and different q-profiles. 

In the simulabon with Lne/ Lns = 0. hown in Fig. 5.11(a), quasi- tea 1y Er x B zonal 

flows ar not gen rat d. Al o for other three cases the region without ET x B zonal flows 

i ob rvecl near th qrnin-surface. s is shown in Fig. 5. 7(b) th r duction f e is small 

in thi region. Con equ ntly in a shearless case shown in Fig. 5.11 (a) a differ nee of - e 

bctw en th imulations with and without the Er x B flows is small (rv 15%) cmnpared with 

that b rved in a negativ shear ca e hown in Fig. 5.11(c) (rv 75 1( ). In Figs. 5. l l(b)

-.11(cl) the Er x B zonal flow are generated in the finite magnetic shear r gions in both 

ide of the qrnin- urf c and a clear ·orr la ion between the Er x B zonal flow profile and 

th q-profile is o bs rv d. 

In order to show a correspondence betw -en the observed Er x B zonal flow profile and 

th K-H mode th - lin ar stabilit of the K-H mode i analyzed for the ·onfigurations u d 

for Fig . . 5.11 (b)--.11(d). In Fig. 5.12, a critical Er x B flow velocity Vo c t l iliz th K

H m d i plott -cl for the modelEr x B flow profile with Lv rv 14.4Pte and various neutral 

poin oc is the 1naximum flow velocity given by Eq. (5.39). It i. s n that t he 

radial eli. ributi n f Voc i closely rclat d to the q-profile. This result explain the feature 

of the r x B z nal flO\ profile ob ·er d in the g rokinetic PIC simula ion qualitatively . 

. L th obs rv d qua i- teady stat with Er x B zonal flows is consicl crecl as a stable 

equilibrium solu ion f the gyrokineti Vl· . v- flaxwell . ystem. It is not 'd that Voc in Fig . 

. 12 is r la i\ely larg r than the obs r cl E,. x B flow v lo ·it of rv 0.01 - Li · One reason 
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2000 

1000 

Figure 5.11: Time histories of the radial distribution of VErxB are shown for the simulation 

ofthenonresonantNS-ETGmodewith (a) Lne/Lns = 0, (b) Lne/Lns = 0.304, (c)Lne/Lns = 

0.430, and (d) Lne/ Lns = 0.609. A correspondence between the q-profile and the Er x B 

zonal flow region is observed. 
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Figure 5.12: The critical Er x B flow velocity Voc of th K-H mod with kyPte r-v 0.0859 

i plotted for the negative shear configuration with Lne/ Lns = 0.304 (open square ) 

Lne/Lns = 0.430 (open circles), and Lne/Lns = 0.609 (op n triangle'). A position of 

each plot corresponds to a neutral point X c of a model Er x B flow profile. 

i that the model E 1• x B flow profile given by Eq. (5.39) underestimates a free energ 

involved in the Er x B zonal flows of n1ultiple periods. lso, a nonlinear de tabilization 

du to a mod coupling with fluctuations may be effective in the simulation. 

5.4.3 Onset of K-H mode 

Although we have discussed about an existence of th quasi-steady Er x B zonal flow 

from a point of view of the linear stabili t of the K-H mod the saturated turbulent state 

realiz d iu a quasi-, t ady state of the nonlin ar in1ula ion i con ider d to b linearly stable 

for perturbations. In order to obs rYe the K-H mod xplicitly in th TG turbulence 

"' r make a linearly unstable state by artificially changing the q-profile in the imulation. 

Figures 5.13 ( a) and 5.13 (b) show timr histories of the Er x B zonal flows in the simulation of 

the nonre onant ~ -ETG mode v. ith 77 = 17i = 5 Lne/ Ln r-v 0.609, aud 1 x x TY = 256 x 16. 

In Fig. 5.13(b) the q-pr file is changed frmn Lne/ Ln rv 0.609 to Lne/ Ln rv 0.304 at 

tD.i r-v 183. _ fter a chang in th q-profile the quasi-stead Er x B zonal flows around 

'/ f5t r-v ±200 ar' d s roy d whil such a ·hange of the Er x B zonal flows i · not observed 

in ig. 5.13(a). l. in Fig. - .13(b) a new genera ion of th Er x B zonal flows i. n 
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Figure 5.13: Time histories of the radial distribution of VErxB are shown for the simulation 

of the nonresonant NS-ETG mode with Lne/ Lns = 0.609. In a case (b), the q-profile is 

changed from Lne/ Lns = 0.609 to Lne/ Lns = 0.304 at tDi = 4183. The Er X B zonal flows 

around x/fJte rv ±200 decay because of an onset of the K-H mode. 
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around :r,f (he rv ±400. In this region bcfor the generation of the Er x B zonal flm s, the 

econclary instability with ky(Jte rv 0.0859 is observed again . The new E1· x B zonal flow 

region i · also expanded in the radial dire ·tion and the new quasi-steady Er x B zonal flow 

profile around .L I Pte rv ± 400 is very similar to that observed in Fig. 5.11 (b). 
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Figure 5.14: (a) hows the time history of the ky spectrum of the electrostatic potential, 

which is averaged over the Er x B zonal flow region for xI Pte = -233 rv -183 in Fig. 

13(b). (b) shows a log scale plot of a kyPte rv 0.0859 mode. 

In Figs . 5.14(a) and 5.14(b) , a time history of the electrostatic potential fluctuation 

observed in the Er x B zonal flow regiou for xI Pte = -233 rv -183 in Fig. - .13(b) i 

plotted for ky = 0 and kyPte rv 0.0859 modes respectively. fter a change in the q-profile 

at trl1 rv 4183 , the linear growth of the K-H mode (kvPte rv 0.0859 mode) i een. Th 

damping of th Er x B zonal flow (ky = 0 mode) occurs after the K-H mode grows up to 

dJkyiTe rv 0.0015. Here the observed growth rate of the K-H Inocle is Im(w)kyPtelw; rv 

0.0199. Accordingly, it is considered that the K-H mode works as a mcchani m to destro 

the Er x B zonal flow. 

In Figs. 5.14(a) and 5.14(b) , the lin ar growth (IIn(w)kyPtelw; rv 0.0642) of the scc

ondar instability followed by the gen ration of the qua i-steady Er x B zonal flow is 

ob.·crvecl for the kyPte rv 0.0859 Inocle at trli rv 2000. Properties of the econdary instabili

ty arc smnmarizecl as follows: (a) the in -tability occurs in th neighborhood of the E x B 

shear flow or Er x B zonal flow region, (b) the 1nos unstabl ky region of th instability 
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around kyPte rv 0.1 is much lower than that of the ETG mode around kyPte rv 0.3 , (c) after 

th saturation of the in tability, the Er x B zonal flow i generat d , provided that k11 i 

sufficiently large, and (d) the instability propagates only in the weak magnetic shear region 

with ki/ Pte < 10- 5
. From these properties , it is considered that the secondary instability is 

the K-H mode which becomes unstable in a front of the E x B hear flow or Er x B zonal 

flow region. The propagation of the econdary instability may orrc pond to an avalanche 

process produced by a chain of the K-H instability and an a ociated g neration of the 

Er x B zonal flow. 
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Figure 5.15: Time history of x is plotted for the simulations of the nonre ·onant S-ETG 

n1ocle shown in Fig. 13(a) and 13(b). After the onset of the K-H mode -e increases from 

Xei(DtePZeiL) rv 0.1 to Xci(TJte PZeiL) rv 0.3. 

Figure 5.15 shows a time history of Xe in the simulation shown in Figs . 5.13( a) and 

5.13(b) . ft r the change in the q-profilc , we sec a remarkabl increase of Xe clu to an 

onset of the K-H mode and the destruction of the Er x B zonal flow. 

5.5 Linear stability of lTG mode in ETG turbulence 

The last problem addressed in this chapter is an analysis of the ITG mode in the presence 

of the ETG turbul nc . As is seen in Fig. 4.6 the linear growth rate of the ETG mode 

is an order of magnitude larger than that of th ITG mod . Therefore in tudying the 
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ITG turbulence it is nccrssary to consider effects of th ETG turbulcn e even for the 

linear stability. In this section 've focus on an effect of the Er x B zonal flow which 

is generated fr01n the ETG turbulence. Since the simnlrttion of the ETG turbulence is 

p rform cl with t he adiabatic ions . the ITG mode is exclnded artificially in the sy t m. 

Here. w con · l r the gyrokinetic ions under microscopic equilibrimn Er x B zonal flows 

as a moclrl configuration. 

In the pr viou section, we have shown the gyrokin tic integral eigenmod equation 

(5.31) including the equilibrium Er x B shear flow .. In that case, the gyro-average for the 

cquilibrimn Er x B hear flow is ignored under the ordering of Pte/Lv rv O(c). However for 

the case considered in this ection, the scale l ngth ordering is changed a Ptd Lv rv 0(1) , 

and the FLR effect becomes important also for th equilibrium Er x B ·hear fiow. This 

treatment in the gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code becon1es very complex becau c a 

velocity integral of the plasma eli per ion function requires an integration also about the 

magnetic mon1ent .fl. Thus, w hav developed a new initial value code based on the 

gyrokinetic particle imulation technique. 

Since the gyrokinetic PIC code de cribed in Section 5.2 i developed using the long 

wavelength approximation kl Pte << 1 and the four-point averaging method the higher order 

FLR effect for the microscopic Er x B zonal flow with Ptd Lv rv 0(1) can not be cxpres.'ed. 

In order to treat the full FLR effect in the gyrokinetic particle simulation , we impo c the 

consisteucy condition in the Fourier space where the FLR effe ·t is expressed analyti ally 

with the zeroth order Bes el fun tion J0 . vVe then write the nonlinear characterist ics of 

the gyrokinetic eqnat.ion as 

dR 
dt 

dfz 

dt 

C Vz 
-(E)0xb + -B B, 
Bo o 

e 
---B · (E) 0 

miBo 
(E)0 = - :2.:: ik (¢>k + <I>k) exp(ik · R)SkJo(k _L pi) 

k 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

(- .42) 

wh re Sk is the Gaus.'ian form factor [45] of ntarkcr particles, and q> is he equilibrimn 

1 ·trosta ic potential which produces the Er x B shear flows. In the present analysi. we 

assum microscopic Er x B zonal flows produced by the C'lcct.ron density profile as shown 

in the . i1nulations of the ETG turbnl nee. For the gyrokinebc ions and the adiabatic 
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electrons the gyrokin tic Poisson equation including the full FLR effect is obtained as 

2 1 ""[ 2 2 2 2] 1 - \7 ¢ + )... 2 ~ 1- Io(k l_ Pti) exp( -kj_ Pti) ¢k exp(ik · x) + F cP 
D1, k D e 

= 41fe / oFHR, Vz, 1\J t)o([R +Pi] - x)Did6Z. (5.43) 

As in the gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code , this linear equation is solved in the Fourirr 

pace. A matrix form of the gyrokinetic Poisson equation (5.43) is written as 

( 5.44) 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

where bi = (kt + k~)Pti , and Wi is the particle weight of the nonlinear 5J n1 thocl. It is 

noted that both in Eqs. (5.42) and (5.46) , the gyro-average is evaluated anal tically, and 

ther fore, this scheme makes the treatment of the full FLR effect possible f r the lectric 

field with an arbitrary wavelength. Although w have dev loped a nonlinear gyrokinetic 

Fourier particle code we apply thi code only to linear calculation in this section. Since 

the s tern i sym1netri in the y- and z-directions, ky and kz are specified by assuming a 

plan - wave. 

Th calculation is performed for th l = 0 branch of the double mod -rational urface 

NS-ITG 1node with kyPti ~ 0.833 . The quilibrium param t r are cho. en as the same as 

the analys shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. For the linear analysi. of the ITG mode with 

kyPti < 1 the adiabati electron respon, e is appropriate a dis ussecl in Section 3.4. A 

model velocity profile of the quilibrium ET x B zonal flow i chosen as th sinu oidal 

function , 

(5.47) 

where the flow shear parameter is chosen as Lv r-v 16. 7Pte (Ptd Lv r-v 4.59) ba eel on the 

Er x B zonal flow profile observed in the simulation. 
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Figure 5.16: (a) Real frequency and (b) growth rate of the l = 0 bran ·h of the double 

mode-rational surfa · NS-ITG mode with kyPti ~ 0.833 are plotted against vo/Vti (open 

ircl s). The eigenfrequency without the equilibrium zonal flow obtained from the gyroki

nctic integral eigenvalue code is shown for the comparison (broken line). The mode is 

tabilizecl by the sinu oidal Er x B zonal flow "' ith vo/Vti rv 0.005. 
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Figure 5.17: R . on·:u1c condition. witll (v0 / vti = 0.004) and without (vo = 0) the Er x B 

zonal ftO\Y arc compared. In th ca ·c with th Er x B zonal flow the gyro-average is 

eYaluatcd for th rnn,l ions with Pi = Ph· 
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Figures 5.16(a) and 5.16(b) show the v0-dependencc of the real frequ ncy and the 

growth rate of the double mode-rational surface 1 S-ITG mode. \Nhile the real frequency 

is in en itivc to a change in vo, the microscopic Er x B zonal flow is rernarkably effective 

for tabilizing the IS-ITG mode, and the marginally stable condit_ion i given in a very 

. mall Er x B flow velocity with vo/vti rv 0.005. In order to understand th' , tabilizing 

mechanism, the resonance condition, JkiilvtdiRe(w)- ky(vErx B)oJ, is plotted for the cases 

with and without the Er x B zonal flow in Fig. 5.17, wher the gyro-averag is evaluated 

for thermal ions, (vEr xB)o = vosin([-n-j2Lv]x)Jo([7r/2Lv]Pti)· Since the real frequency is 

ahnost constant, the resonance condition i also not chang cl on average. However, in a 

wide range of the unstabl r gion around the Qmin-surface, th local r sonan · condition 

is shifted from the most unstable condition due to the Doppler shift with the microscopic 

Er x B zonal flow. This property that th resonance condition is shifted without changing 

the real frequency is a unique tabilizing mechanism of the micro copi Er x B zonal flow. 

It is noted that such a change in th resonance condition can not be cxpc ted for the global 

Er x B shear flow, because the real frequency i also shifte l to sustain Lhc instability. 

5.6 Discussion 

In thi chapter , we have studied nonlinear dynamic · of the ETG turbulcnc usmg a gy

rokinctic finite element PIC code . In a ncgativ - hearcd slab configuration, simulations arc 

performed for nonresonant single-helicity perturbations, becau e the nonresonant ~ S-ETG 

mode i considered to play a ignificant role in the electron anornalous transport based on 

th mixing length estimate. The principal result ob erved in the nonlin ar imulation of 

th nonresonant S-ETG mode are summarized as follows:(a) in the lin ar growth 1 hasc 

a radially elongated vortex tructure predict d by the lin ar theory appears (b) iu the 

initial aturation phase a saturation of th ETG mode is procluc d by an inv r ' C (normal) 

wave nergy ca cade in the ky (kx) spac which tend. to g n rate E x B shear flows , (c) 

after the saturation of the ETG mode, the secondary instability follow d b a generation 

of the Er x B zonal flows occurs and the ET x B zonal flow region is expanded in the radial 

direction , and (d) in th quasi- tationary phase the quasi-steady Er x B zonal How., which 
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arc stable for the K-H mod sustained and a rcrnarkable reduction of I is observed in 

the Er x B zona] flow region. 

In the quasi-steady state of the simulation, the ele 'tron thermal transport coefficient 

is estimated as ~e "' VtePZf'/ L ""' 0.44m2 
/ ec (Xe "' 0.3VtePZel L "' 0.13m2 /s c) wher 

L- 1 = L;;; + Lf"e 1
• This coefficient i,· apparently comparable with Xe observed in the 

ITB of the negative shear tokamaks [24 30]. As was shown in the global gyrokinetic 

PIC simulation of the ITG turbulence [35], the Er x B zonal flow generated by the ETG 

turbulence is effective for a reductiou of x . However the mechanism of the reduction of 

th anomalou transport is different. In our simulation the reduction of Xe is explained 

by a decay of finite kv modes due to a strong spectrun1 condensation into ky = 0 mode 

"' hich does not contribute to the anomalous Xe· On the other hand, the reduction of the 

anomalous Xi was explained by suppression and decorTelation of large vortices due to E 7• x B 

zonal flows in the ITG turbulence [35]. 

The observed Er x B zonal flow profile has a large a1nplitude VEr x B '"'-' 0 .015Dti only in 

finite 1nagnetic shear r gions in both sides of th qrnin-surfac , although an inverse energy 

cascade in the ky space is observed also in a region of the qrnin-surface. Thus, th E'7. x B 

zonal flow profile is closely related to the q-profile. From the linear tabilit analy is of the 

K-H mode. it is found that the parallel electron dynami , which come from an effe ·t of 

thr magnetic shear has a stabilizing ffect on the K-H mod . The observ d Er x B zonal 

How profile 1nay be explained by the local critical Er- x B flow velocity due to the magnetic 

shear or k 11 stabilization. It is con idered that the K-H mode play a critical role in the 

underlying phy, ics of the Er x B zonal flmv in the ETG turbulence. 

In the simulation hown in Fig. 5.13(b), it is hown that quasi- teady Er x B zonal 

flow de ay bv cha11ging the q-profil to reduce the magnetic shear. Thi r suit indicate 

that th K-H mode works to destroy the ET x B zonal flow in a collisionless plas1na. Thusi 

it i. considered that a quasi-steady Er x B zonal flow is d termined by a competition 

between a flo\v generation process clue to an inverse energy ascade in the ky space and a 

flow dPstruction due to the K-H rnoclP. L o the simulation result show a possibility of 

controlling the E7. x B zonal flow and the rcsu lting confiurment property by changing the 

q-profi]c. 
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The linear stability analysis of the ITG mode in the presence of a microscopic model 

Er x B flow has shown that the Er x B zonal flow with Ptd Lv "' 0(1) i, effective for 

, tabilizing the ITG mode. Therefore if a generation of the microscopic Er x B zonal 

flow is a universal property of the ETG turbulence in the negative shear onfiguration, thi 

result may explain the observation that Xi is reduced to a level of then oclassical transport 

in the ITB region. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

The gyrokinetic Vlasov-Maxwell system is the most rigorou kin tic description of the low 

frequency dynamics in a collisionless high temperature tokamak plasmas. In this thesis, 

vve have analyzed linear and nonlinear properties of micro-instabilities particularly for the 

negative shear configuration, based on the gyrokinetic theory. 

In the gyrokinetic Vlasov-Maxwell system, low frequ ncy phenomena in tokarnak plas

mas are described efficiently without losing important kinetic effects, such as the Landau 

re onance and the FLR ff ct. In the gyrokinetics, a gyro-phase dependent part of per

turbations, which is recognized as a non-secular perturbation in analyzing low frequency 

wav , is removed frmn the Vlasov-Maxwell system using th action-variational Lie pertur

bation m thod. Since an inherent nature of the Hamiltonian syste1n is con erv d due to 

the area preserving prop rty of the Lie transform, the gyrokinetic Vlasov- axwell system 

is appropriate for studying nonlinear dynamic via a computer simulation. In thi thesis 

we have applied this t chnique also to the treatment of fast pa ing motion of high energy 

drift-kinetic electrons and the orbit-averaging model has been developed in the gyrokineti · 

simulation. The model will be extended to include a bounc motion of trapp d particles 

in a toroidal case. Sine a low cost i1nulation of low fr qu n y waves with drift-kinetic 

electron was demonstrated [-9) this model pos esses a promising fea ure for future appli

cation of the global gyrokinetic simulation to low frequenc kinetic phenomena ·uch a the 

collisionless tearing mode [89), where electrons play a crucial role. 

One of the goals in this thesis has been the linear analysis of micro-instabilities in a 

99 
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weak magnetic shear region around the qmin-surface , where a \\ KB approach can not be 

u ·eel. To this C'ud , we haYc cleYdopecl a gyrokinetic int gral eigenvalue code. Numerical 

results have' shown that both the slab ITG mode and the slab ETG mode bccon1cs strongly 

mL table around the lJmin-snrface , and they are classified iuto three types of branches de

pending on the number of rnodc-rational surfaces: a single mode-rational . urfac mod a 

don bl mode-rational surface mode , and a nonresonant mode. \i\ e haYe lerived new ana

lytic . olutions for the double mode-rational surface aucl nonresonant 1nod , which have a 

significant contribution to the anomalous transport ba. eel on the mixing length estimate. 

The properties of the modes are sum1narized as follows: 

NS-ITG mode 

(a) The double n10de-rational surfa e (nonresonant) S-ITG mode becmnes a bounded 

(oscillatory) solution around the qmin-surfac . 

(b) ince this mode is excit d in th weak magnetic shear region around the qmin-surface, 

the stability is basically determined locally at the qrnin-surface. 

( ·) Th unstabl ky region of the ·s-ITG mode pr ad· up to kyPti rv 10 by following 

th local dispersion while that of the normal-shear cl slab ITG mod is limited for 

kyPu < 1. 

( cl) The eigenfunction have a broad radial eigenmode 'tru · nre around the qmin-surface 

and their radial ·orrelation lengths are s veral tim larger than that of the nornlal

sheared slab ITG 1nocle. 

NS-ETG mode 

(a) For typical fnsion plas1na parameters with PZel /\be << 1, the properties of the ETG 

mode becmuc different from the ITG mode because of the Debye shielding effect. 

(b) The dmtble mode-rational surface (nonresonant) S-ETG n1ode beconws a oscillatory 

(bounded) . olution around th<' qmi 11 -Surface. 
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(c) The stability is determined locall at the qmin-surfac . but the unstable ky region is 

limited for kyPte < 1, because the cale length is characterized by ).. 0 . 

(d) The S-ETG mode has an order of magnitude larger radial correlation length than 

that of the conventional normal- hcared slab ETG mode. 

The e particular properties of the NS-ITG mode and the S-ETG mod hav been clarified 

for the first time by the present analyse with the gyrokinetic . In this the is, we have shown 

that . everal approxi1nations or assumptions used in the conventional stability theory arc 

inappropriate especially for the negative . h ar tokamak . Although a rcclu · d model such 

as the fluid model is useful to understand physics qualitatively from the obtained numerical 

results , the gyrokinetic model is indispensable for a complete description of the drift-wave 

turbulence. 

The main object in the tudy of the drift-wave turbulenc is to investigate physics of 

a plasma turbulence a well as an e timation of the transport coefficient. In the normal 

shear ca e the linearly unstable ky region of the ITG mode for kyPti < 1 and that of 

the ETG mode for kyADe < 1 arc separated each other. This may imply that the ITG 

turbul n · is independ nt of the ETG turbulence, and that a simulation model of the 

ITG turbulence assuming adiabatic electron is usable for a conventional normal shear 

configuration. Howev r in the negative shear ca e) th ir unstable regions overlap each 

other around kyPti rv 10 (kyADe rv 0.4). In other words , in the wavenunlber space, an 

energy source of the ETG turbulence exists in an energy sink region of the ITG turbulence. 

Sine - the growth rate of th ETC mode is an order of magnitude larger than that of 

the ITG mode ff cts of the ETG turbulence can not be ignored in studying the ITG 

turbul nee. Therefore , csp cially in the n gative shear tokamaks, non-adiabatic electrons 

play a ignificant role in a formation of the drift-wave turbulence. 

From the conventional mixing length cstin1ate it is found that both the N S-ITG mode 

and the ·S-ETG mode give order of magnitude larger tra11. port coefficients compared with 

those in th normal shear case . The obtained large transport coeffici nt of the NS-ITG 

rnode eems to be inconsistent with an in1proved ion en rgy confinement in the negative 

. h ar discharges with the ITB. Hcnc , th' S-ITG mod(' may be uppr .. eel by other 
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effect such as the Er x B flow . hear as shown in Section 5.5. Hov,rever, 'en if the E 7• x B 

shear How i considered it may be in. ufficicnt to stabiliz the JS-ETG modes , because 

it is difficult to satisfy the stability condition w Er x B > Im(w). For the electron energy 

confinement , the transport coefficient due to the 1 S-ETG mode may explain the residual 

anon1alous electron thermal transport in the ITB of the negative shear tokamaks. 

Effects of Er x B sh ar flows on ITG modes were studi d in the previous works [37, 39]. 

In their trcatmenL of n1ean Er x B flows , an equilibrium cle tric fi ld was imposed as an 

external field. However , as shown in the linear theory of the K-H n1o le, if we consider 

the If-consistent den ity profile in the Er x B shear flow the K-H mod n1ay become 

unstable. For proper esti1nation of the tability lirnit including the K-H mode a careful 

determination of a radial electric field through the Poisson quation with both th ion and 

electron clensit profil s is required , because the charge density (the electrostatic potential) 

in a plasma corresponds to the vorticity (the stream function) in a neutral fluid. 

In the present linear calculations we have considered only the slab drift waves which 

arc driv n by the resonant interaction between transit particles and lcctrostatic..: waves. 

Thu .. the present resul s may not be sufficient for a quantitatiY 01nparison with tokan1ak 

experiments in th driving force du to the toroidal ff ct . uch as toroidal guiding 

center drift , trapped particles and the toroidal mod coupling is not included. However it 

i. shown that the toroidal effects tend to becom weak for the negative . hear configuration 

and the slab-type drift waves arc r l vant to understand experimental re.-ults. 

Anoth r goal in thi thesis has been unclrrstanding of nonlinear physics of the drift-wave 

turbulence. Firstly, we have addr ssed the ETG mode whose growth timr is much fa tcr 

tban that of the ITG mo lc. In orclrr to study nonlinear dynamics of the ETG turl ulencc , 

we have developed a g rokinetic..: fini e clement PIC code. In this thesis , we have applied 

a two-and-a-half dimrnsional model to the negative shear configuration. Simulations rtre 

performed particularly f r the nonresonant S-ETG mode, b cause its ontribution to 

the rlrctron anomalous transport 1 as d on the mixing 1 ngth theory is the largest arnong 

several branchrs of th 1\'S-ETG modes . Th principal result. observed in the nonlin ar 

sin1ulation of the nonrr. onant S-ETG moclr are summarized as follows: 
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(a) In the linear growth phase , a radially longate l vortex tructurc predicted by the 

linear theory is seen. 

(b) In the initial saturation phase, a saturation of the ETG mode is produced by an 

inverse (normal) wave energy ca cade in the ky (kx) . pace , which tends to g nerate 

the E x B h ar flows. 

(c) After the saturation of the ETG mode, the secondary in. tability followe l by a gener

ation of the Er x B zonal flows occurs and the Er x B zonal flow region is expanded 

in the radial direction. 

(d) In the quasi-stationary phase, the quasi-steady Er x B zonal flows, which arc stable 

against the K-H mode, is sustained and a remarkable reduction of Xe is observed in 

the Er x B zonal flow region . 

From analyses of the si1nulation data, variou. new underlying physics in the ETG turbu

lence has been revealed. 

The electron thermal transport coefficient Xe rv VtePZel L rv 0.44m2 I cc ob rved in th 

turbulent region around the qmin-surface is large enough for explaining e observed in the 

ITB of the negative shear tokamaks [24 , 30]. It is noted that this coefficient is much smaller 

than that o btaincd from the mixing length esti1natc, since the linear eigenmode structure 

is not ustained after the nonlinear saturation of the ETG mode. On the other hand, in the 

Er x B zonal How region , an electron heat flux is strongly suppressed, because of th strong 

spectrum conden ation into ky = 0 1nodc which docs not contribute to the anomalous Xe· 

From the Rayleigh necessary condition for instability, the K-H mod isba ically unsta

ble, if we consider a shearle. s slab configuration or a two-dimensional magne ized plasma. 

However , in a sheared lab configuration he parallel electron clynami s induced by th 

magnetic shear has a stabilizing ffect on the K-H mode. The lin ar ' tability analysis of 

the K-H mode has . hown a close correspond en ·e bet"' een the stability li1nit of the K-H 

1node and the q-profile. This feature is qualitatively ·onsisten with imulation re ults , 

where Er x B zonal flows are generat d only in the finite magnetic shear rrgions , although 

an inverse energy cascade iu the ky ~pace is also observed in the weak magn 'tic shear re-
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gion. Also , it has been shown that qua i-steady Er x B zonal flows decay b:v changing the 

q-profile to reduce the magnetic shear. Therefore , the K-H mode play a critical role in the 

underlying physics of t.hc Er- x B zonal flow in the ETG turbulence. And it is considered 

that a qua i-steady Er x B zonal flow is determined by a mnpetition between a flow gen

eration process due to an inverse energy cascade in the ky space and a flow destruction due 

to the K-H mode. These results imply a possibility of controlling the Er x B zonal flow 

and the resulting confinement property by changing the q-profile. 

vVe hav shown that the microscopi. ET X B zonal flow ·with Ptd Lv rv 0(1) has a strong 

stabilizing effect on the ITG rnode. If the generation of the microscopic ET x B zonal flow is 

a univ r. al feature of the ETG turbulence in the negative shear configuration , a suppression 

of the ITG mode clue to the ETG turbulence n1ay be a plausible candidate for explaining 

a reduction of Xi to a level of neoclassical transport in the ITB region of the negative 

, hear tokamaks. However , in the present work, the study of the ETG turbul nee formed 

by th nonresonant TS-ETG mode ha. been limited within a two-and-a-half dimen ional 

. lab mo lel. For three-dimensional mod Is besides the nonresonant S-ETG mode , the 

·ingle and double mode-rational surface S-ETG 1nodes become unstable. Al o, the linear 

tability of the K-H mode may be affected by multiple-helicity p rturbations. In order to 

confirm the Er x B zonal flow generation completely threc-di1ncnsional si1nulation will be 

necessary in the future work. 

As ha · been discussed in this thcsi , the anmnalous transport process or plasma tur

bulence in high temperature fusion plasmas is characterized by various kinetic and fluid 

phenomena. The gyrokinetic iutcgral eigenvalue code and the gyrokinetic PIC simulat ion 

code are powerful tools in analy~ing linear and nonlinear properties of su h a complex 

system. \Vith the g-yrokinctic integral eigenvalue code, we have analyzed the ITG and 

ETG modes both in the nonnal shear and negative shear configuration . and the K-H n1ocle 

arising from quasi-steady ET x B zonal flows. ccordingly this code is applied to any kind 

of micro-instabilities in arbitrary equilihrinn1 configurations , provided that the gyrokinebc 

ordering is not violate l. Also this code i. useful as a tool for analyzing linear properties of 

a nonlinearly saturat d state or a nrw cq uilibrium state realized in a nonlinear simulation. 

Howeyer, nonlinear properti('. such as a saturation rncchani m of micro-in tabilitie. and a 
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gen ration mechanism of Er x B shear flows arc beyond linear calculations. Therefore , it 

is thought that both the gyrokinetic integral eigenvalue code and the gyrokinetic PIC code 

mutually play a complementary role in a simulation study of tokamak pla. mas. Future 

work will be an extension of these codes to a toroidal geometry and an electromagnetic 

waves. 
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